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Outline 

1.  Introduc-on	to	en-ty	recogni-on	and	typing	

2.  En-ty	recogni-on:	An	overview	and	phrase	mining	approach	

3.  En-ty	typing:	An	overview	and	network	mining	approach	

4.  Trends	and	research	problems	
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Motivation of Entity Recognition and Typing 
!  Making	sense	of	massive	text	data	

cities 0.75

storm 0.63

residents 0.58

government 0.51

donate 0.44

red 0.31

death 0.3

…

Cri-cism	of	
government	

response	to	the	
hurricane	…	

text	data	

Topic 1 

Topic 3 

Topic 2 

… 

government 0.3  
response  0.2 
... 

donate  0.1 
relief 0.05 
help 0.02  
... 

city 0.2 
new   0.1 
orleans 0.05  
... 

words	 topics	

en--es	
… 

New Orleans  0.1 
Louisiana 0.05 
Washington DC 0.02  
... 

Ray Nagin 0.2 
Mayor 0.1 
President Bush 0.02 
... 

Organiza-on	 Person	 Loca-on	

United States 0.4 
Red Cross 0.3 
US government 0.1 
... 
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Example: Linking Entities to Knowledge Base 

Cri-cism	of	
government	

response	to	the	
hurricane	…	

The	cri-cism		consisted	primarily	of	
condemna-ons	of	mismanagement	in	
response	to	Hurricane	Katrina.	Specifically,	
there	was	a	delayed	response	to	the	flooding	
of	New	Orleans,	Louisiana.	New	Orleans	
Mayor	Ray	Nagin	was	also	cri-cized	for	failing	
to	implement	his	evacua-on	plan.		

Bush	was	cri-cized	for	not	returning	to	
Washington,	D.C.	from	his	vaca-on	in	Texas	un-l	
aVer	Wednesday	aVernoon.	On	the	morning	of	
August	28,	the	president	telephoned	Mayor	Nagin	
to	"plead"	for	a	mandatory	evacua-on	of	New	
Orleans,	and	Nagin	and	Gov.	Blanco	decided	to	
evacuate	the	city	in	response	to	that	request	

Link	en-ty	men-ons	to	
knowledge	base	
entries	for	in-depth	
en-ty	informa-on	
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The	cri-cism		consisted	primarily	of	
condemna-ons	of	mismanagement	in	
response	to	Hurricane	Katrina.	Specifically,	
there	was	a	delayed	response	to	the	flooding	
of	New	Orleans,	Louisiana.	New	Orleans	
Mayor	Ray	Nagin	was	also	cri-cized	for	failing	
to	implement	his	evacua-on	plan.		

Bush	was	cri-cized	for	not	returning	to	
Washington,	D.C.	from	his	vaca-on	in	Texas	un-l	
aVer	Wednesday	aVernoon.	On	the	morning	of	
August	28,	the	president	telephoned	Mayor	Nagin	
to	"plead"	for	a	mandatory	evacua-on	of	New	
Orleans,	and	Nagin	and	Gov.	Blanco	decided	to	
evacuate	the	city	in	response	to	that	request	

Example: Linking Entities to Knowledge Base 

“Entities” are what a large part of our knowledge is about	
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Motivation of Entity Recognition and Typing 
!  Organizing	and	exploring	text	data	

The	prevalence	of	
unstructured	text	data	

Structures	are	useful	for	
knowledge	discovery	

Too expensive to be 
structured by human:  

Automated & scalable 

Vast majority of the CEOs 
expressed frustration over their 
organization’s inability to glean 
insights from available data 
-- IBM study with1500+ CEOs 
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Example: Business Reviews 
!  Every	year,	hundreds	of	thousands	papers	are	published	
!  Loosely	structured	en--es:	business	name,	user,	loca-on	
!  Unstructured	data:	review	text	
!  Extracted	en--es:	food,	product,	organiza-on	

review	

user	food	

business	

organiza-on	product	
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Example: Social Media 
!  Every	second,	>150K	tweets	are	sent	out	
!  Loosely	structured	en--es:	users,	hashtags,	URLs,	…	
!  Unstructured	data:	tweet	content	
!  Extracted	en--es:	person,	loca-on,	organiza-on,	event	

Darth	Vader	

The	White	House	

#maythefourthbewithyou	

tweets	

user	

hashtag	

URL	

8	

person	

loca-on	 organiza-on	
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Example: News Articles 

news	

person	

loca-on	
organiza-on	

!  Every	day,	>90,000	news	ar-cles	are	produced	
!  Unstructured	data:	news	content	
!  Extracted	en--es:	persons,	loca-ons,	organiza-ons,	…	
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What Power can We Gain if More Structures Are Available? 

!  	Structured	database	queries	
!  	Informa-on	network	analysis,	…	

Knowledge	hidden	in	DBLP	Network	 Mining	Func8ons	

Who	are	the	leading	researchers	on	Web	search?	 Ranking	

Who	are	the	peer	researchers	of	Jure	Leskovec?	 Similarity	Search	

Whom	will	Christos	Faloutsos	collaborate	with?	 Rela-onship	Predic-on	

Which	types	of	rela8onships	are	most	influen8al	for	an	author	to	decide	her	topics?	 Rela-on	Strength	Learning	

How	was	the	field	of	Data	Mining	emerged	or	evolving?	 Network	Evolu-on	

Which	authors	are	rather	different	from	his/her	peers	in	IR?	 Outlier/anomaly	detec-on	

Example:		DBLP	--	A	Computer	
Science	bibliographic	database	
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What Is Entity Recognition and Typing (ER) 

!  Iden8fy	token	spans	of	en8ty	men8ons	in	text,	and	classify	
them	into	predefined	set	of	types	of	interest	

[Barack	Obama]	arrived	this	a1ernoon	in	[Washington,	D.C.].	
[President	Obama]’s	wife	[Michelle]	accompanied	him	

[TNF	alpha]	is	produced	chiefly	by	acGvated	[macrophages]	
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What Is Entity Recognition and Typing (ER) 

!  Iden8fy	token	spans	of	en8ty	men8ons	in	text,	and	classify	
them	into	predefined	set	of	types	of	interest	

[TNF	alpha]	is	produced	chiefly	by	acGvated	[macrophages]	

[Barack	Obama]	arrived	this	a1ernoon	in	[Washington,	D.C.].	
[President	Obama]’s	wife	[Michelle]	accompanied	him	

PERSON	
LOCATION	

PROTEIN	
CELL	
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Why Are Entity Recognition and Typing Challenging? 

!  Many	en--es	may	share	the	same	surface	name	
!  “Washington”	"	Government?	State?	Sport	team?...	

!  Name	ambiguity!	
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Why Are Entity Recognition and Typing Challenging? 

!  An	en-ty	may	have	mul-ple	surface	names	
!  Barack	Obama,	Obama,	President	Obama,	president,	…	

!  Many	en--es	may	share	the	same	surface	name	
!  “Washington”	"	Government?	State?	Sport	team?...	

!  Name	ambiguity!	
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Why Are Entity Recognition and Typing Challenging? 

!  An	en-ty	may	have	mul-ple	surface	names	
!  Barack	Obama,	Obama,	President	Obama,	president,	…	

!  An	en-ty	may	associate	with	mul-ple	types	
!  Person,	Poli-cian,	US	president,	US	congressman,	…	

!  Type	ambiguity!	

!  Many	en--es	may	share	the	same	surface	name	
!  “Washington”	"	Government?	State?	Sport	team?...	

!  Name	ambiguity!	
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Why Are Entity Recognition and Typing Challenging? 

!  An	en-ty	may	have	mul-ple	surface	names	
!  Barack	Obama,	Obama,	President	Obama,	president,	…	

!  An	en-ty	may	associate	with	mul-ple	types	
!  Person,	Poli-cian,	US	president,	US	congressman,	…	

!  Type	ambiguity!	
!  En-ty	may	have	gramma-cally	informal	name	
!  “in-and-out”	

!  …	

!  Many	en--es	may	share	the	same	surface	name	
!  “Washington”	"	Government?	State?	Sport	team?...	

!  Name	ambiguity!	
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Scenario I: Sequential Text Stream as Input 
!  Process	one	text	fragment	(document)	at	a	-me	

En8ty	Recogni8on	
and	Typing	Module	

Web	API	 Query	Search	Intent	 Ques-on	Answering	
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Scenario II: Large Text Data as Input 
!  Process	large	document	collec-on(s)	in	a	batch	

En8ty	Recogni8on	
and	Typing	Module	

\	

Data	
Source	I	

Data	
Source	N	

Input	
Data	I	

Input	
Data	II	

.	

.	

.	

New	York	Times	

Washington	Post	

2015	news	ar-cles	

2015	news	ar-cles	
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Example: Business Intelligence 
!  	Top	10	ac-ve	poli-cians	regarding	healthcare	issues?	
!  	Influen-al	high-tech	companies	in	Silicon	Valley?	

Type	 En8ty	 Men8on	

poli-cian	 Obama	says	more	than	6M	signed	up	for	health	care…	

high-tech	
company	

Apple	leads	in	list	of	Silicon	Valley's	most-valuable	
brands…	
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Example: Knowledge-Base Population 

!  As	the	primi-ve	step	in	iden-fying	newly	emerging	en--es	from	dynamic	
text	corpora	(e.g.,	news,	microblogs,	tweets)	

News	
Corpus	

Government	Program	



Focus of This Tutorial: Large Text Corpus 
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Characteristics of Text Corpus 
!  General	vs.	specific	domain	
!  News	vs.	social	media	content	
!  Good	amount	of	labeled	data	vs.	few	(no)	open	labeled	data	
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Characteristics of Text Corpus 
!  Formal	vs.	informal	text	
!  News	vs.	tweets,	customer	reviews	
!  Regular	grammars	vs.	irregular	grammar,	capitaliza-on,	punctua-on	
…	
The	prime	minister’s	reac-on	was	risky	and	
foolish:	he	asked	the	Greek	people	to	reject	a	
proposal	which,	at	the	moment	they	voted	on	it,	
did	not	exist.	The	referendum	supplied	the	result	
Mr	Tsipras	wanted	but	in	many	ways	his	posi-on	
has	deteriorated.	His	opportunis-c	manoeuvre	
infuriated	almost	every	other	European	leader.	
The	prospect	of	Grexit	suddenly	became	more	
real.	
…	
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Outline 

1.  Introduc-on	to	en-ty	recogni-on	and	typing	

2.  En-ty	recogni-on:	An	overview	and	phrase	mining	approach	

3.  En-ty	typing:	An	overview	and	network	mining	approach	

4.  Trends	and	research	problems	
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Entity Mention Detection 
!  En-ty	men-on	detec-on	seeks	to	iden-fy	spans	of	tokens	in	text	for	

analysis	in	whether	they	align	to	certain	pre-defined	categories	such	as:	
!  names	of	people,	organiza-ons,	loca-ons,	dishes,	concepts,	etc	

!  To	effec-vely	detect	these	candidate,	intui-vely	requires	the	underlying	
gramma8cal	structure	of	sentences	and	answer	such	ques-ons	as:	
!  which	words	go	together	as	phrases,	subject	and	object	of	verbs/verb	

phrases,	etc	
!  Fortunately	this	is	extensively	studied	in	NLP!	

Barack	Obama	arrived	this	a1ernoon	in	Washington,	D.C..	
President	Obama’s	wife	Michelle	accompanied	him	
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Full Sentence Parsing 
!  Par--oning	sentences	into	gramma-cal	text	segments	

Raw	text	sentence	
(string)	

Full	parse	tree		
(gramma-cal	analysis)	

•  Low accuracy 
•  Adapts poorly to new 

domains (Twitter) 

•  Computationally 
Slow (Intractable on 
web-scale) 

Parsing segments input text 
sentences into parse trees. 
Noun Phrases indicate entity 
mention candidates 

Full-text Parsing 

•  Full syntax understanding 
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Inefficiencies of Full Parsing 

1.  Parsing	yields	low	accuracy	in	iden-fying	en-ty	men-ons	

2.  Parsing	requires	non-trivial	training	data	–	manually	curated	

3.  Parsing	adapts	poorly	to	new	domains	(e.g.	twiver,	biomedical,	yelp)	

4.  Parsing	is	computa-onally	slow.	Cannot	be	applied	on	web-scale	data	

Mo-vates	a	family	of	“shallow”	en-ty	detec-on	techniques.	
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A.	Supervised/Semi-supervised	En-ty	
Men-on	Detec-on	

B.	Unsupervised	En-ty	Men-on	Detec-on	

C.	Weakly	and	Distantly	Supervised	Men-on	
Detec-on	

Alternatives to Full Parsing: Direct Detection of Entity Mentions 
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Entity Mention Pipeline 
!  Making	sense	of	large	text	corpora	

donate

united

residents

red

cities

government

death

…

Cri-cism	of	
government	

response	to	the	
hurricane	…	

raw	corpus	 tokeniza-on	 POS	tagging	

Segmentation " Part-of-speech tagging " Entity Mention Detection	

verb

adjective

noun

adjective

noun

noun

noun

…

candidate	detec-on	

United States
Red Cross

US Government

President Bush

New Orleans

Washington DC.

Louisiana

…
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Noun Phrase Chunking 
1.  Apply	tokeniza-on	and	part-of-speech	tagging	to	each	sentence	
2.  Search	for	noun	phrase	chunks	
	

Things to think about 
•  Not all phrases are useful for entity mentions 

•  Can other signals in addition to POS tags be helpful? 

•  Noun chunks often smaller than noun phrases 
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A.	Supervised/Semi-supervised	En-ty	
Men-on	Detec-on	

B.	Unsupervised	En-ty	Men-on	Detec-on	

C.	Weakly	and	Distantly	Supervised	Men-on	
Detec-on	

Three Families of Methods 
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Supervised Entity Mention Detection 
Assump8ons	
1.  Unsupervised	methods	cannot	possibly	take	into	considera-on	the	

innumerable	features,	signals,	and	cues	for	en-ty	men-ons	
2.  Training	data	for	en-ty	men-ons	is	more	expensive	than	POS	tagging,	

but	less	so	than	full	parsing	

	!  Training	data	consis-ng	of	
chunked	data	can	be	used	
for	supervised	training	of	
en-ty	men-on	chunkers	

[Barack	Obama]	arrived	this	aSernoon	in	[Washington	
DC]	.	[President	Obama]’s	wife	[Michelle]	accompanied	
him	
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The I-O-B Representation 
!  (Inside	–	Outside	–	Beginning)	
!  I	–	Denotes	token	inside	of	a	chunk	
!  O	–	Denotes	tokens	outside	of	a	chunk	
!  B	–	Denotes	token	at	the	beginning	of	a	chunk	
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NP Chunkers as Classifiers 
!  Insights	
!  Under	the	I-O-B	

Representa-on,	each	word	
should	be	tagged	with	its	I-O-
B	label	

!  Like	POS	Taggers,	I-O-B	
taggers	can	be	solved	
through	standard	
classifica-on	methods	such	
as	Naïve	Bayes	or	more	
sophis-cated	methods	
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Unigram Chunking 
!  Given	each	word’s	POS	tag,	one	can	directly	classify	each	word	to	its	IOB	

chunk	

Each	word	gets	its	“most	likely”	IOB	tag	

IOB	Accuracy:	93%	 Precision:	80%	 Recall:	87%	 F1:	83%	
PreXy	good!	Can	we	do	beXer?	
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Higher-Order Chunkers 
!  To	improve	beyond	using	only	the	current	unigram	in	isola-on	of	any	

context,	we	can	look	at	higher	order	contexts.	

This	IOB	chunk	of	a	word	chosen	in	considera-on	of	tags	of	previous	two	

context	

Results	for	Bigram	Chunker	

Measure Score

IOB	Accuracy	 93%	

Precision	 82%	

Recall	 87%	

F1	 85%	

Improvement	over	unigram	
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Classical/Non-sequential Classifiers 
!  These	methods	consider	higher-order	features	to	classify	each	word	into	

its	appropriate	I-O-B	tag.	Any	classifier	can	be	used	for	this	task	including:	
#  Support	Vector	Machines	
#  Ensemble	Methods	
#  Naïve	Bayes	
#  Logis-c	Regression	
#  Etc.	

Support	Vector	Machine	 Random	Forest	
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Support Vector Machine Chunking 
!  Weighted	vote	of	8	Support	Vector	Machines	trained	on	8	dis-nct	chunk	

representa-ons		

I-O-B	Representa-on	(4	variants)	
Two	Direc8ons:	

!  Forward	Parsing	
!  Backward	Parsing	

4	*	2	=	8	
Cross	valida8on	to	set	weights	

Forward	
Parsing	
Context	
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Joint Tagging & Chunking with Bigrams 
Three	separate	models	are	learned		
1.   Contextual	Language	Model	
!  A	smoothed	bigram	model	learnt	from	the	sequences	of	part-of-speech	

tags	and	chunk	descriptors	in	a	training	corpus		
2.   Chunking	Model	
!  Smoothed	bigram	model	learnt	from	the	sequences	of	part-of-speech	

tags	corresponding	to	chunks	in	the	training	corpus	
3.   Lexical	Probabili8es	
!  Es-mated	using	word	frequencies,	tag	frequencies,	word-per-tag	

frequencies	(smoothing	is	performed	for	unseen	categories)	
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Joint Tagging & Chunking with Bigrams 
!  Combines	different	knowledge	sources	to	obtain	corresponding	POS	Tags	

and	Chunks	

!  Once	all	the	LM’s	have	been	learnt,	they	
are	combined	into	an	Integrated	LM	
!  Shows	possible	concatena-ons	of	

lexical	tags,	syntac-cal	units,	and	their	
transi-on	probabili-es	/	lexical	
probabili-es	

!  Tagging/shallow	parsing	performed	by	
using	dynamic	programming	(Viterbi)	to	
find	the	maximum	probability	sequence	
of	states	
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Maximum Entropy Classifier 
!  Maximum	Entropy	classifiers	are	based	on	the	assump-on	that	the	

probability	distribu-on	which	best	represents	the	current	state	of	
knowledge	is	the	one	with	largest	entropy	

!  External	Features	
!  Current	Word	
!  POS	tag	of	current	word	
!  Surrounding	words	
!  POS	tags	of	surrounding	words	

!  Model	Generated	Features	
!  Chunk	tags	of	previous	words	
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Ranking Algorithms for Entity Mentions 
Insight	
!  Reranking	the	top-N	hypotheses	from	a	maximum-entropy	tagger	may	

improve	recovery	of	en-ty	boundaries	from	text	corpora	
Methodology	

1.  Use	a	state-of-the-art	max-ent	tagger	
to	generate	top	N	segmenta-ons	

2.  Re-rank	these	segmenta-ons	using	
global	features	and	proposed	methods	
(boos-ng	and	voted	perceptron)	

Global	Features	
!  May	be	-ed	to	each	candidate	segmenta-on’s	

boundaries,	Quota-on	marks,	Number	of	
uppercase	words,	etc.	

Results	for	Precision/Recall/F-Measure	

Parenthesis	indicate	rela-ve	
improvement	in	error	rate.	

Method Precision Recall F-Measure	

Max-Ent	 84.4	 86.3	 85.3	

Boos8ng	 87.3(18.6)	 87.9	(11.6)	 87.6	(15.6)	

Voted	
Perceptron	

87.3(18.6)	 88.6	(16.8)	 87.9	(17.7)	
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Classifiers for Sequential Data Models 
!  Moving	forward	from	classical	classifiers	that	use	only	features	for	

classifica-on,	many	state-of-the-art	methods	apply	sequen-al	data	
models	to	detect	these	temporal	paverns	

!  Successfully	applied	to	part-of-speech	tagging,	sequen-al	data	models	
posit	that	sequen-al	observa-ons	are	related	to	each	other	such	as	
through	a	Markov	process,	in	contrast	to	tradi-onal	models	that	assume		
independence	

In	a	Markov	Model,	hidden	
states	and	their	transi-ons	
explain	observa-ons.	
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Hidden Markov Models for Mention Detection 
!  A	HMM	is	a	finite	state	automaton	with	stochas-c	transi-ons	defined	on	

states	and	observa-ons	
!  For	state	s,		p(s|s’)	
!  For	observa-on	o,		p(o|s)	

!  Markov	Assump-on,	Sta-onary	Assump-on,	and	Output	Independence	
Assump-on	

!  The	task	resorts	to	inferring	most	likely	latent	states	given	observa-ons	
(words)	
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Hidden Markov Models for Mention Detection 

Effect	of	adding	addi-onal	
features	
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Shortcomings of HMMs 
Shortcomings	of	HMM	

1.  HMM’s	maximize	likelihood	of	observa-on	sequence	(metric	divergence	problem)	
2.  Don’t	consider	non-independent	observa-onal	variables	or	difficult	to	enumerate	

observa-onal	variables	

Addressing	HMM	Shortcomings	
1.  Instead	of	modeling	the	joint	probability	of	state	and	observa-on	p(OT,ST),	model	

the	discrimina-ve	probability,	p(ST|OT).	
2.  This	allows	for	a	plethora	of	features	that	can	be	used	
!  words	
!  line	length	
!  gramma-cal	
!  contextual	

p(OT,ST)			vs			p(ST|OT)	

Genera-ve	 Discrimina-ve	
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Maximum Entropy Markov Models 

Learning	
!  Given	O	and	S,	find	M	such	that	p(S|O,M)	is	

maximized	(maximum	likelihood)	

	Condi-onal	
Maximum	Entropy	
Markov	Model 		HMM	

Max-Ent	Markov	Models	
!  Condi-onal	model	represents	the	probability	of	reaching	a	state	given	an	

observa-on	and	the	previous	state	
!  Condi-onal	probabili-es	are	specified	by	exponen-al	models	based	on	

arbitrary	observa-on	features	
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Maximum Entropy Markov Models 

COAP:	COo-occurrence	agreement	probability	
SegPrec:	Segmenta-on	Precision	
SegRegall:	Segmenta-on	Probability	

1.   ME-Stateless:	24	Features,	
no	context	

2.   TokenHMM:	Tradi-onal,	
fully-conencted	HMM	
(model	switches	states	at	
line	boundaries)	

3.   FeatureHMM:	Similar	to	
TokenHMM	but	lines	are	
converted	into	features	

4.   Maximum	Entropy	Markov	
Model:	
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Conditional Random Fields for Entity Mentions 
Insights	
!  Discrimina-ve	models	oVen	achieve	bever	results	than	fully	genera-ve	

models	(HMM)	
!  As	such	training	Condi-onal	Random	Fields	is	natural	method	for	

effec-ve	noun-phrase	chunking	

Best	of	both	words:	
!  Like	classifica-on	models,	they	can	accommodate	many	sta-s-cally	

correlated	features	of	the	inputs,	and	they	are	trained	discrimina-vely	
!  Like	genera-ve	models,	they	can	trade	off	decisions	at	different	

sequence	posi-ons	to	obtain	a	globally	op-mal	labeling	
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Conditional Random Fields for Entity Mentions 

CRF’s	outperform	other	
state-of-the-art	
methodologies	including	
MEMM	and	SVM	
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Application: Anatomical Entity Mention Detection 
Anatomical	en--es	such	as	kidney,	muscle,	blood	are	prevalent	in	the	life-science	and	
biomedical	literature	
!  Detec-on	of	these	en--es	is	therefore	quite	invaluable	in	the	automa-c	analysis	of	

the	structure	of	these	domain	texts	

!  CRF	for	En-ty	Men-on	
!  Meta-Map	for	En-ty	

men-on	
!  Combina-on	Method	
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Semi-Markov CRF  
Relaxing	the	Markov	Assump8on	
!  Semi-Markov	models	extend	tradi-onal	HMMs	by	relaxing	the	Markov	

assump-on	and	allowing	a	state	Si	to	persist	for	a	non-unit	length	of	
-me	

!  These	are	also	condi-onally	trained	and	therefore	are	discrimina-ve	
and	not	genera-ve	

Features	Used	
!  Indicators	for	key	words	within	3-word	window	
!  Capitaliza-on/lever	paverns	(digits,	etc.)	within	3-word	window	
!  External	dic-onary	for	dic-onary-derived	features	
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Semi-Markov CRF 
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Incremental Joint Entity and Relation Detection 
Insight	
!  Jointly	extract	both	en--es	and	rela-ons	to	improve	both	subtasks	

Joint	Extrac8on	
!  Adopt	segment-based	decoder	

based	on	a	semi-Markov	chain	
(instead	of	token-based	taggers)	

!  Incrementally	detect	men-on	&	
rela-on	boundaries	(detects	
men-ons	on	the	segment	level)	

!  Global	features	used	as	soV	
constraints	
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Incremental Joint Entity and Extraction 

Comparison	of	pipeline	vs.	joint	extrac-on	(global	and	local	features)	

Joint	Extrac8on	
Global	Features	
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LSTM for Entity Mention Detection 
!  A	form	of	neural	network	known	as	a	Long	Short-Term	Memory	is	applied	

to	classify	into	en-ty	men-ons.	
!  Two	passes	are	made	in	the	inference.	
1.  First	pass	is	used	to	acquire	informa-on	for	disambigua-on.	
2.  Disambigua-on	informa-on	is	used	in	the	second	pass.	

!  Features	are	based	on	SARD-NET,	a	self	organizing	map	for	sequences	
used	to	generate	representa-ons	for	lexical	items.	

•  Without	going	into	detail,	takes	a	sequence	and	transforms	it	into	a	real-
valued	distributed	representa-on.	
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Long Short-Term Memory Approach 
!  Long-Short	Term	Memory	is	a	recurrent	neural	network	architecture.	
!  Well	suited	to	learning	from	“experience”	–	that	is	well	suited	when	

there	are	long	-me-lags	of	unknown	size	between	important	events	
(en-ty	men-on	appearance)	

RNN	
Unrolled	almost	like	mul-ple	NN,	each	passing	
a	message	to	the	next	neural	network.	What	
about	long-term	dependency?	

LSTM	
At	each	state,	decides	what	to	forget,	what	
new	things	to	remember,	and	what	to	
output	to	the	next	state.	
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LSTM Step-by-Step 
1.  What	to	forget?	
#  Looks	at	the	output	from	the	

previous	layer	and	sigmoids	to	
decide	whether	to	forget?	

2.  What	new	stuff	to	remember	in	a	
cell?	

#  Sigmoid	decides	what	to	update	
and	tanh	gets	a	set	of	candidates.	

3.  Combine	cell-state	decide	what	
parts	of	the	state	to	output.	

mul-ply	to	forget	
add	new	stuff	to	

remember	

Sigmoid	decides	what	
part	of	the	cell	state	to	

output.	

tanh	forces	between	
-1	and	1	
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LSTM Entity Mention Detection Results 
!  Barely	above	baseline	on	

English	and	significantly	
above	baseline	in	
German.	

!  While	not	too	
impressive,	it	did	open	
the	floodgates	into	using	
LSTMs	for	en-ty	
recogni-on	detec-on.	

!  Further	works	did	
improve	significantly.	
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Bidirectional LSTM-CRF Model 
!  Recent	works	have	proposed	a	variety	of	of	LSTM	models	for	sequen-al	

classifica-on.	
1.  LSTM	Networks	which	have	shown	to	be	powerful	for	sequen-al	

classifica-on	and	applica-ons	such	as	en-ty	men-on	detec-on	
2.  Bidirec-onal	LSTMs	which	u-lize	both	previous	and	future	informa-on.	

These	have	been	shown	to	provide	gains	where	“context”	is	needed.	
3.  LSTM-CRFs	which	are	LSTMs	with	a	condi-onal	random	field	layer.	

These	u-lize	sentence-level	tag	informa-on	thanks	to	the	CRF	layer.	
4.  Bidirec-onal	LSTM-CRFs	which	combine	the	benefits	of	Bidirec-onal	

LSTMs	and	having	sentence-level	tag	informa-on	via	a	CRF	layer.	
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Bidirectional RNNs and LSTMS 
!  The	main	insight	is	that	the	output	at	-me	or	loca-on	t	depends	not	only	

on	previous	elements,	but	also	future	elements.	
!  This	is	essen-ally	saying	you	may	need	to	read	a	livle	further	for	context	

in	disambigua-ng	what	the	output	should	be	–	a	reasonable	assump-on.	

!  Output	is	then	computed	based	on	the	hidden	states	induced	by	the	
forward	and	backwards	paths.	
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Features Used 
!  Spelling	Features	
!  whether	start	with	a	capital	lever	
!  whether	has	all	capital	levers	
!  whether	has	all	lower	case	levers	
!  whether	has	non	ini-al	capital	levers	
!  whether	mix	with	levers	and	digits	
!  whether	has	punctua-on	
!  lever	prefixes	and	suffixes	(with	window	size	of	2	to	

5)	
!  whether	has	apostrophe	end	(’s)	
!  levers	only,	for	example,	I.	B.	M.	to	IBM	
!  non-levers	only,	for	example,	A.	T.	&T.	to	..&	
!  word	pavern	feature,	with	capital	levers,	
!  etc	

!  Word	Embeddings	
!  130K	vocabulary	pre-trained	

embedding	
!  50-dimensional	vector	

representa-on		
!  Replaces	one-hot	with	embedding		

!  Context	Features	
!  unigram	features	
!  bi-gram	features	

!  trigram	features	
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Performance in Sequential Tagging Tasks 

Performance	on	POS	Tagging,	Chunking	and	NER	tasks	
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Bidirectional LSTM-CNNs 
!  Hybrid	method	that	uses	a	hybrid	LSTM	and	CNN	architecture.		
!  Automa-cally	detects	word	and	character-level	features.	
!  No	need	for	costly	feature	engineering	(less	human	work-needed).	

Model	Pipeline	
1.  U-lize	a	convolu-onal	neural	network	to	induce	character-level	features	
2.  Lookup	tables	transform	features	such	as	words,	characters,	etc	into	

con-nuous	feature	representa-on.	
3.  Concatenated	con-nuous	vectors	are	fed	into	a	bi-direc-onal	Long	Short-

term	Memory	neural	network	model	(LSTM)	
4.  Training	done	with	mini-batch	stochas-c	gradient	descent	
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Bidirectional LSTM-CNNs 

B-LSTM	tags	en--es	
(Classifica-on)	

CNN	extracts	character	
features	from	each	word.	

B-LSTM	
Model	
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Bidirectional LSTM-CNNs: Results 

Number	of	entries	for	each	
category.	

Dataset	size	(tokens).	

Results	compared	to	literature	and	with	various	feature	sets.	
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A.	Supervised/Semi-supervised	En-ty	
Men-on	Detec-on	

B.	Unsupervised	En-ty	Men-on	Detec-on	

C.	Weakly	and	Distantly	Supervised	Men-on	
Detec-on	

Three Families of Methods 
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Unsupervised Entity Mention Detection 
Assump8ons	
1.  Part-of-speech	tags	are	rela-vely	inexpensive	to	obtain	training	data	for	
2.  Part-of-speech	tags	generalize	much	bever	to	new	domains	than	parsing	

does	
3.  Training	data	is	not	available 		

There	are	a	variety	of	
methods	in	use	for	POS	
tagging	

As	such,	we	consider	the	use	of	POS	tags	as	an	input	to	these	methods.	
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NP-Chunking with Chunking Grammars 
!  Observa-ons	
!  Noun	phrase	chunks	are	smaller	than	full	noun	phrases	(NP	Chunks	

should	not	contain	other	NP	Chunks)	

	 Noun	Chunk	Pavern	Grammar:	<DT>?<JJ>*<NN>	

	 We	saw	the	big	yellow	dog.	
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More Chunking Patterns 
!  AVer	observing	the	data,	one	can	define	many	relevant	chunking	paverns	

for	en-ty	men-ons	

<DT>?<JJ>*<NN>	

<PP>?<JJ>*<NN>	

<JJ>*<NNP>+	

<JJ>*<NN>+	
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Improving Chunking 
!  Some-mes	the	Chunking	Paverns	may	be	less	aggressive	in	iden-fying	

en-ty	men-ons	
!  One	approach	is	to	specify	items	(stopwords	or	POS	tags)	that	can	be	used	

to	split	large	noun	chunks	into	smaller	elements	
!  It	may	be	easier	to	specify	what	shouldn’t	belong	in	a	chunk	
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Leveraging Corpus Level Information 
Corpus-level	en-ty	men-on	detec-on	has	the	benefit	of	leveraging	corpus-
level	sta-s-cs	to	aid	in	determining	men-on	boundaries	
	
Insights	

1.  Redundancy:	Core	en-ty	men-ons	likely	

appear	mul-ple	-mes	in	the	corpus	

2.  Longer	candidate	en-ty	men-ons	should	

not	be	favored	over	shorter,	more	

common,	sub-men-ons	without	evidence	
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A Noun Collocation Mining Approach 

!  Humans	can	define	high-precision	chunking	grammars	
!  Corpus	level	sta-s-cs	through	redundancy	can	aid	en-ty	men-on	

detec-on	
	
Detec-ng	high-quality	en-ty	men-on	candidates	requires	both:	
!  	accurate	POS-based	paDern	matching	
!  IdenFficaFon	of	significant	paDerns	

Good	enGty	menGons	are	noun	phrases	that	appear	more	
frequently	in	a	corpus	than	expected.	
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A Noun Collocation Mining Approach 

raw	corpus	 sentence	segmenta-on	

en-ty	men-on	
iden-fica-on	

stopword	removal	frequent	segment	
	mining		

tokeniza-on	

We	iden-fy	these	en-ty	men-ons	using	a	Significant	Men8on	Chunking	Algorithm	

!  A	framework	for	iden-fying	en-ty	men-ons	within	domain-specific	
corpora		
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Corpus Level Statistics 

!  V(segment)	denotes	the	
count	of	a	segment	

!  Given	two	segments,	we	
can	obtain	a	
significance	of	merging	
two	such	segments	

dropped	 nearly	 inches	
of	 snow	 in	 Western	
Ok lahoma	 and	 a t	
Dal las	 Fort	 Worth	
Interna-onal	 Airport		
sleet	and	ice	caused		

corpus	
mine/count	
frequent	
segments		

dallas : 30

fort: 60

international: 80

airport: 40

worth : 80

dallas fort: 26

International airport: 35

…
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Differences from KeyPhrase Extraction 
!  Other	methods	may	use	significance	score	to	rank	methods	that	are	

significant	highly	
!  This	may	allow	for	low	quality	en-ty	phrases	that	appear	significant	to	

rank	highly	
	
!  This	Noun	Colloca-on	mining	differs	from	key	phrase	extrac-on	in	one	

major	way	
!  Noun	Colloca-on	Mining	goes	to	the	exact	loca-on	where	a	candidate	

phrase	occurs	and	segments	the	sentence	which	simultaneously	filters	
out	bad	en-ty	candidates	
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[Markov	blanket]	[feature	selec-on]	for	[support	vector	
machines]	

[knowledge	discovery]	using	[least	squares]	[support	
vector	machine]	[classifiers]		

…[support	vector]	for	[machine	learning]…	

Phrase	 Raw	
freq.	

True	
freq.	

[support	vector	machine]	 90	 80	

[vector	machine]		 95	 0		

[support	vector]	 100	 20	

Quality	
phrases	

Based	on	significance	score	[Church	et	al.’91]:	

α(P1,	P2)	≈	(f(P1●P2)		̶		µ0(P1,P2))/√	f(P1●P2)		

Significant Mention Chunking Algorithm 
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Significant Mention Chunking Algorithm 
1.  With	all	stopwords	removed	from	

considera-on,	we	search	for	chunks	that	
meet	the	following	grammar	

2.  Among	grammar	matches,	only	merge	
“significant”	noun	phrases	

	

En8ty	Grammar	
	<JJ>*<NN>*	

Over	the	weekend	the	system	dropped	nearly	inches	of	snow	in	
western	[Oklahoma]	and	at	[Dallas	Fort	Worth	Interna8onal	Airport]		
sleet	and	ice	caused	hundreds	of	[flight	cancella8ons]	…	It	is	
forecast	 to	 reach	 by	 [Tuesday	 aSernoon]	 [Washington]	 and	 [New	
York]	by	[Wednesday	aSernoon]		

Not	significant		

Significant	
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Application: Significant Keyphrase Extraction 
1.  First	take	input	text	corpus	and	apply	POS-Constrained	Colloca-on	Mining	

Over	 the	 weekend	 the	 system	 dropped	
nearly	 inches	of	snow	in	Western	Oklahoma	
and	 at	 [Dallas	 Fort	 Worth	 Interna8onal	
Airport]	 	 sleet	 and	 ice	 caused	 hundreds	 of	
[flight	cancella8ons]	…	

Over	 the	 weekend	 the	 system	 dropped	
nearly	 inches	of	 snow	 in	Western	Oklahoma	
and	 at	 Dallas	 Fort	 Worth	 Interna-onal	
Airport	 sleet	 and	 ice	 caused	 hundreds	 of	
flight	cancella-ons	…	

The	POS	constrain	the	colloca-on	mining.	This	finds	corpus-relevant	key	
phrases.	
	
These	significant	mul--word	phrases	can	be	used	for	a	variety	of	applica-ons.	
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Application: Topical Phrase Mining 
2.   One	applica8on	is	applying	phrase-based	topic	

modeling.	
!  The	genera-ve	model	for	PhraseLDA	is	the	same	as	LDA	
!  Difference:	the	model	incorporates	constraints	obtained	

from	the	“bag-of-phrases”	input	
!  Chain-graph	shows	that	all	words	in	a	phrase	are	

constrained	to	take	on	the	same	topic	values	

Topic	model	inference	with	phrase	constraints	

Over	 the	 weekend	 the	 system	 dropped	 nearly	
inches	 of	 snow	 in	 Western	 Oklahoma	 and	 at	
[Dallas	 Fort	 Worth	 Interna8onal	 Airport]	 	 sleet	
and	ice	caused	hundreds	of	[flight	cancella8ons]	…	
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ToPMine: Topics on Associate Press News (1989) 
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Running	-me	of	
different	algorithms	

Phrase	quality	
measured	by	z-score	

ToPMine Runtime and Phrase Quality 
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POS-Constraining ToPMine 
!  ToPMine	divides	the	topical	phrase	extrac-on	process	into	two	steps	
1.  Segmen-ng	the	raw	corpus	into	single	and	mul--word	phrases	
2.  Performing	phrase-constrained	topic	modeling	

!  Since	POS-Constrained	noun	colloca-on	mining	also	segments	the	corpus,	
we	can	integrate	the	noun-colloca-on	mining	as	a	first	step	into	ToPMine	

This	leads	to	POS-Constrained	ToPMine:	
Each	phrase	is	a	higher-quality	phrase	because	of	the	part-of-

speech	constraints!	
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Improving ToPMine with POS Constraints 
!  Observing	ToPMine	on	Yelp	Reviews,	we	can	see	some	bad	topical	phrases	can	be	

filtered	by	enforcing	our	POS	constraints	

ToPMine POS-Constrained	
TopMine

spring	rolls	 spring	rolls	

food	was	good	 fried	rice	

fried	rice	 egg	rolls	

egg	rolls	 dim	sum	

preXy	good	 Thai	food	

dim	sum	 Chinese	food	

Thai	food	 pad	thai	

Topic	1	
ToPMine POS-Constrained	

TopMine
great	selec8on	 grocery	store	

farmer’s	market	 farmer’s	market	

great	prices	 parking	lot	

wal	mart	 shopping	center	

prices	are	reasonable	 county	market	

great	place	 fresh	produce	

love	this	place	 wal	mart	supercenter	

Topic	2	
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A.	Supervised/Semi-supervised	En-ty	
Men-on	Detec-on	

B.	Unsupervised	En-ty	Men-on	Detec-on	

C.	Weakly	and	Distantly	Supervised	Men-on	
Detec-on	

Three families of methods 
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Weakly Supervised Methods 
Assump8ons	
1.  Unsupervised	methods	cannot	possibly	take	into	considera-on	the	

innumerable	features,	signals,	and	cues	for	en-ty	men-ons	
2.  Full	supervision	can	be	too		expensive	(-me-wise)	to	manage	

	
!  Use	methods	that	require	

small	numbers	of	labeled	
instances	(small	number	of	
seed	en--es)	

!  Rely	on	en-ty	informa-on	
from	knowledge	bases	as	
seed	en--es	
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Semi-Supervised Chunker with Structure learning 

Insight:	Use	unlabeled	to	iden-fy	underlying	structure	of	what	makes	a	
“good	classifier”	
1.  Learns	the	concept	of	a	“good	classifier”	by	learning	from	thousands	of	

automa-cally	generated	auxiliary	classifica-on	on	unlabeled	data	
2.  Predic-ve	structure	shared	by	mul-ple	classifiers	can	be	discovered	and	

used	to	improve	performance	on	target	problem	
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Exploiting Dictionaries in Mention Detection 
Challenges	
!  Most	men-on	detec-ons	sequen-ally	classify	words	in	whether	they	

par-cipate	in	a	candidate	men-on	
!  Similarity	measures	are	applied	to	full	enFty	menFon	candidates	

	
	
!  Proposed	Method	
!  Semi-Markov	extrac-on,	sequen-ally	classifies	segments	instead	of	

tokens	
!  Allows	for	integra-on	of	en-ty	men-on	detec-on	methods	and	

similarity	methods	with	external	data	
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Exploiting Dictionaries in Mention Detection 
Observa8ons	
!  Semi-Markov	Model	&	

HMM	implementa-ons	
with	&	without	
dic-onary	features	on	
NER	tasks	

!  Distance-based	
incorpora-on	of	
dic-onary	values	
outperforms	binary	
features	
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Document	1	
Cita-on	recommenda-on	is	an	interes-ng	but	
challenging	research	problem	in	data	mining	area.		

Document	2	
In	this	study,	we	inves-gate	the	problem	in	the	
context	of	heterogeneous	informa-on	networks	
using	data	mining	technique.	

Phrase	Mining	

Document	3	
Principal	Component	Analysis	is	a	linear	
dimensionality	reduc-on	technique	commonly	used	
in	machine	learning	applica-ons.	

Quality	Phrases	

Phrasal	Segmenta8on	

Raw	Corpus	 Segmented	Corpus	

Input	Raw	Corpus	 Quality	Phrases	 Segmented	Corpus	

SegPhrase: Weakly Supervised Mention Detection 
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SegPhrase: The Overall Framework 
!  ClassPhrase:		Frequent	pavern	mining,	feature	extrac-on,	classifica-on	
!  SegPhrase:	Phrasal	segmenta-on	and	phrase	quality	es-ma-on	
!  SegPhrase+:	One	more	round	to	enhance	mined	phrase	quality		

ClassPhrase SegPhrase(+) 
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What Kind of Phrases Are of “High Quality”? 

!  Judging	the	quality	of	phrases	
!  Popularity	
!  “informa-on	retrieval”	vs.	“cross-language	informa-on	retrieval”	

!  Concordance	
!  “powerful	tea”	vs.	“strong	tea”	
!  “ac-ve	learning”	vs.	“learning	classifica-on”	

!  Informa8veness	
!  “this	paper”	(frequent	but	not	discrimina-ve,	not	informa-ve)	

!  Completeness	
!  “vector	machine”	vs.	“support	vector	machine”		
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ClassPhrase I: Pattern Mining for Candidate Set 

!  Build	a	candidate	phrases	set	by	frequent	pavern	mining	
!  Mining	frequent	k-grams	
!  k	is	typically	small,	e.g.	6	in	our	experiments	

!  Popularity	measured	by	raw	frequent	words	and	phrases	mined	from	the	corpus	
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ClassPhrase II: Feature Extraction: Concordance 

!  Par--on	a	phrase	into	two	parts	to	check	whether	the	co-occurrence	is	
significantly	higher	than	pure	random	

!  support	vector			machine																this	paper			demonstrates	

!  Pointwise	mutual	informa-on:	

	
!  Pointwise	KL	divergence:		

	
!  The	addi-onal	p(v)	is	mul-plied	with	pointwise	mutual	informa-on,	leading	to	

less	bias	towards	rare-occurred	phrases	

𝑢↓𝑙 	 𝑢↓𝑙 	𝑢↓𝑟 	 𝑢↓𝑟 	
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ClassPhrase II: Feature Extraction: Informativeness 

!  Deriving	Informa-veness	

!  Quality	phrases	typically	start	and	end	with	a	non-stopword	

!  “machine	learning	is”	vs.	“machine	learning”	

!  Use	average	IDF	over	words	in	the	phrase	to	measure	the	seman-cs	

!  Usually,	the	probabili-es	of	a	quality	phrase	in	quotes,	brackets,	or	connected	
by	dash	should	be	higher	(punctua-ons	informa-on)	

!  “state-of-the-art”	

!  We	can	also	incorporate	features	using	some	NLP	techniques,	such	as	POS	
tagging,	chunking,	and	seman-c	parsing	
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ClassPhrase III: Classifier  

!  Limited	Training	

!  Labels:	Whether	a	phrase	is	a	quality	one	or	not	

!  “support	vector	machine”:		1	

!  “the	experiment	shows”:				0	

!  For	~1GB	corpus,	only	300	labels	

!  Random	Forest	as	our	classifier	

!  Predicted	phrase	quality	scores	lie	in	[0,	1]	

!  Bootstrap	many	different	datasets	from	limited	labels	
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SegPhrase: Why Do We Need Phrasal Segmentation in Corpus? 

!  Phrasal	segmenta-on	can	tell	which	phrase	is	more	appropriate	
!  Ex:		A	standard	[feature	vector]	[machine	learning]	setup	is	used	to	describe...	
	

!  Rec-fied	phrase	frequency	(expected	influence)	
!  Example:	

Not	counted	towards	the	rec-fied	frequency	
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SegPhrase: Segmentation of Phrases 

!  Par--on	a	sequence	of	word	by	maximizing	the	likelihood	
!  Considering	

!  Phrase	quality	score	

!  ClassPhrase	assigns	a	quality	score	for	each	phrase	

!  Probability	in	corpus	

!  Length	penalty	

!  length	penalty	𝛼: when	𝛼>1,	it	favors	shorter	phrases	
!  Filter	out	phrases	with	low	rec-fied	frequency	

!  Bad	phrases	are	expected	to	rarely	occur	in	the	segmenta-on	results	
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SegPhrase+: Enhancing Phrasal Segmentation 

!  SegPhrase+:	One	more	round	for	enhanced	phrasal	segmenta-on	
!  Feedback	
!  Using	rec-fied	frequency,	re-compute	those	features	previously	compu-ng	

based	on	raw	frequency	
!  Process	
!  Classifica-on	"	Phrasal	segmenta-on			//	SegPhrase	

"  Classifica-on	"	Phrasal	segmenta-on	//	SegPhrase+	
!  Effects	on	compu-ng	quality	scores	
!  np	hard	in	the	strong	sense	
!  np	hard	in	the	strong	
!  data	base	management	system	
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Performance Study:  Methods to Be Compared 

!  Other	phase	mining	methods:		Methods	to	be	compared	

!  NLP	chunking	based	methods	

!  Chunks	as	candidates	

!  Sorted	by	TF-IDF	and	C-value	(K.	Frantzi	et	al.,	2000)	

!  Unsupervised	raw	frequency	based	methods	

!  ConExtr	(A.	Parameswaran	et	al.,	VLDB	2010)	

!  ToPMine	(A.	El-Kishky	et	al.,	VLDB	2015)	

!  Supervised	method	

!  KEA,	designed	for	single	document	keyphrases	(O.	Medelyan	&	I.	H.	Wiven,	
2006)	
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Performance Study:  Experimental Setting 

!  Datasets	

	

!  Popular	Wiki	Phrases	
!  Based	on	internal	links	
!  ~7K	high	quality	phrases	

!  Pooling	
!  Sampled	500	*	7	Wiki-uncovered	phrases	
!  Evaluated	by	3	reviewers	independently	

Dataset	 #docs	 #words	 #labels	
DBLP	 2.77M	 91.6M	 300	
Yelp	 4.75M	 145.1M	 300	
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Performance: Precision Recall Curves on DBLP 

Compare	
with	other	
baselines	
TF-IDF	
C-Value	
ConExtr	
KEA	

ToPMine	
SegPhrase+ 

Compare	with	
our	3	varia-ons	

TF-IDF	
ClassPhrase	
SegPhrase	
SegPhrase+ 

102 
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Performance Study:  Processing Efficiency 
!  SegPhrase+	is	linear	to	the	size	of	corpus!	
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Rank	 Phrase	 In	English	

…	 …	 …	

62	 首席_执行官	 CEO	

63	 中间_偏右	 Middle-right	

…	 …	 …	

84	 百度_百科	 Baidu	Pedia	

85	 热带_气旋	 Tropical	cyclone	

86	 中国科学院_院士	 Fellow	of	Chinese	
Academy	of	Sciences	

…	 …	 …	

1001	 十大_中文_金曲	 Top-10	Chinese	Songs	

1002	 全球_资讯网	 Global	Info	Website	

1003	 天一阁_藏_明代_科举_录_选刊	 A	Chinese	book	name	

…	 …	 …	

9934	 国家_戏剧_院	 Na-onal	Theater	

9935	 谢谢_你	 Thank	you	

…	 …	 …	

!  Both	ToPMine	and	SegPhrase+	
are	extensible	to	mining	quality	
phrases	in	mul-ple	languages	

!  SegPhrase+	on	Chinese	(From	
Chinese	Wikipedia)	

!  ToPMine	on	Arabic	(From	Quran	
(Fus7a	Arabic)(no	preprocessing)	

!  Experimental	results	of	Arabic	
phrases:	

	"	Those	who	disbelieve	كفروا

	"	In	the	name	ofالرحيم	الرحمن	الله	بسم
	God	the	Gracious	and	Mercfiul

Extension to Multiple Languages 
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Find “Interesting” Collections of Hotels 
!  Reported by TripAdvisor!

hvp://engineering.tripadvisor.com/using-nlp-to-find-interes-ng-collec-ons-of-hotels/		
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Experimental Results:  Interesting Phrases 
Generated (From the Titles and Abstracts of SIGMOD) 

Query	 SIGMOD	

Method	 SegPhrase+	 Chunking	(TF-IDF	&	C-Value)	

1	 data	base	 data	base	

2	 database	system	 database	system	

3	 rela-onal	database	 query	processing	

4	 query	op-miza-on	 query	op-miza-on	

5	 query	processing	 rela-onal	database	

…	 …	 …	

51	 sql	server	 database	technology	

52	 rela8onal	data	 database	server	

53	 data	structure	 large	volume	

54	 join	query	 performance	study	

55	 web	service	 web	service	

…	 …	 …	

201	 high	dimensional	data	 efficient	implementa8on	

202	 loca-on	based	service	 sensor	network	

203	 xml	schema	 large	collec8on	

204	 two	phase	locking	 important	issue	

205	 deep	web	 frequent	itemset	

…	 …	 …	

Only	in	SegPhrase+		 Only	in	Chunking	
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Experimental Results:  Interesting Phrases 
Generated (From the Titles and Abstracts of SIGKDD) 

Query	 SIGKDD	

Method	 SegPhrase+	 Chunking	(TF-IDF	&	C-Value)	

1	 data	mining	 data	mining	

2	 data	set	 associa-on	rule	

3	 associa-on	rule	 knowledge	discovery	

4	 knowledge	discovery	 frequent	itemset	

5	 8me	series	 decision	tree	

…	 …	 …	

51	 associa-on	rule	mining	 search	space	

52	 rule	set	 domain	knowledge	

53	 concept	driV	 important	problem	

54	 knowledge	acquisi-on	 concurrency	control	

55	 gene	expression	data	 conceptual	graph	

…	 …	 …	

201	 web	content	 op-mal	solu-on	

202	 frequent	subgraph	 seman-c	rela-onship	

203	 intrusion	detec-on	 effec8ve	way	

204	 categorical	aXribute	 space	complexity	

205	 user	preference	 small	set	

…	 …	 …	

Only	in	SegPhrase+		 Only	in	Chunking	
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Experimental Results:  Similarity Search 
!  Find	high-quality	similar	phrases	based	on	user’s	phrase	query		
!  In	response	to	a	user’s	phrase	query,	SegPhrase+	generates	high	quality,	

seman-cally	similar	phrases	
!  In	DBLP,	query	on	“data	mining”	and	“OLAP”	
!  In	Yelp,	query	on	“blu-ray”,	“noodle”,	and	“valet	parking”	
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Outline 

1.  Introduc-on	to	en-ty	recogni-on	and	typing	

2.  En-ty	recogni-on:	An	overview	and	phrase	mining	approach	

3.  En-ty	typing:	An	overview	and	network	mining	approach	

4.  Trends	and	research	problems	
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Entity Typing on General-Domain, Formal Corpora 

!  Assump-ons	

1.   Label:	A	good	amount	of	label	data	is	available	

2.   Feature:	Primi-ve	NLP	methods	can	provide	decent	&	robust	features	
(e.g.,	part-of-speech	tags,	noun	phrases,	dependency	parse	trees,	…)	

3.   Coverage:	Most	men-oned	en--es	can	be	found	in	knowledge	bases	
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A.	Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

B.	Semi-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

C.	En-ty	linking	for	typing	

D.	Weakly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

E.	Distantly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

Entity Typing on General-Domain Corpora 
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• Decision	tree	
• Support	Vector	Machine	
• Sequence	labeling	models	

A.	Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

B.	Semi-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

C.	En-ty	linking	for	En-ty	Typing	

Entity Typing on General-Domain Corpora 
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Supervised Learning for Entity Typing 

!  Problem	sesng:	classify	each	token	into	corresponding	I-O-B	label	

!  Diagram	A:	I-O-B	encoding	for	classifica-on	

Steve		Jobs		was		a		co-founder		of		Apple		Inc.	
   B-PER    I-PER      O      O           O                   O    B-ORG   I-ORG 

!  Problem	sesng:	classify	each	men-on	into	corresponding	type	

!  Diagram	B:	detected	en-ty	men-ons	for	classifica-on	

Steve		Jobs		was		a		co-founder		of		Apple		Inc.	
 PER                                O                               ORG         
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Workflow of Supervised Entity Typing 
!  Training	
1.  Collect	a	set	of	training	documents/sentences	
2.  Label	each	token	(en-ty	men-on)	for	its	en-ty	class	or	other	(O)	
3.  Design	feature	extractors	appropriate	to	the	text	and	classes	
4.  Train	a	classifier	to	predict	the	labels	from	the	data	

	

!  Tes-ng	
1.  Receive	tes-ng	document	(a	single	document	or	a	batch)	
2.  Run	trained	classifier	to	label	each	token	(en-ty	men-on)	
3.  Appropriately	output	the	recognized	en--es	
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Features for Classification (word-level) 

[Nadeau	&	Sekine	07]	

Feature	is	the	king!	
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Features for Classification (doc/corpus-level) 

[Nadeau	&	Sekine	07]	

!  Distribu-onal	features	
!  Each	word	will	appear	in	contexts	-	induce	a	distribu-on	over	contexts	
!  Cluster	words	based	on	how	similar	their	distribu-ons	are	
!  Use	cluster	IDs	as	features	"	great	way	to	combat	sparsity	

Feature	is	the	king!	
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Standard Classification 
!  Binary	classifica8on	following	diagram	B	
!  Decision	tree:	
!  Select	feature	to	test	at	each	node	in	the	tree.		
!  Top-down,	greedy	search	through	the	space	of	possible	decision	trees. It	

picks	the	best	avribute	and	never	looks	back	to	reconsider	earlier	choices.	

!  Support	vector	machine:	
!  Nega-ve	examples	 are	 sampled	 from	co-occurring	en--es	which	 are	not	of	

the	target	types	
!  Quadra-c	kernel	gives	the	best	performance	
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Sequence Labeling Models 
!  Insights	
!  vs.	standard	classifica-on:	
!  label	depends	not	only	on	its	corresponding	observa-on	but	also	

possibly	on	other	observaGons	and	other	labels	in	the	sequence	

Steve		Jobs		was		a		co-founder		of		Apple		Inc.	
   B-PER         ?          O      O           O                   O    B-ORG   I-ORG 

Sequence	labeling	
model	 I-PER 	
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Model Trade-offs and Inference 

Speed 
Discrim vs.  
Generative 

Normalization 

HMM very fast generative local 

MEMM mid-range discriminative local 

CRF kinda slow discriminative global 

[Chris	Manning	07]	

!  Greedy inference: 
!  Fast; make commit errors 

!  Viterbi Inference 
!  Dynamic programming or memorization 

!  Beam inference: 
!  Fast; inexact (fall off global optimal sequence) 
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A.	Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

• Feature-level	semi-supervised	learning	
• Semi-supervised	sequence	models	

B.	Semi-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

C.	En-ty	linking	for	typing	

Entity Typing on General-Domain Corpora 
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Semi-Supervised Entity Typing 
!  Goal:	leveraging	large	amount	of	unannotated	corpus	in	addi-on	to	

annotated	corpus	to	augment	model	learning	
!  More	accurate	results	using	similar	amount	of	labeled	data	
!  Comparable	performance	with	less	amount	of	labeled	data	

!  Assump8on:	
!  Data	(feature)	sta-s-cs	from	unannotated	corpus	can	enhance	model	

learning	
!  Insights	
!  Features	derived	from	unannotated	corpus	can	be	feed	into	supervised	

sequence	models	
!  Standard	sequence	models	can	be	extended	to	model	unlabeled	data	jointly	
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Feature-Level Semi-Supervised Learning 
!  Insights	
!  Unsupervised	word	feature	derived	from	a	large	corpus	(both	annotated	and	

unannotated)	can	improve	performance	of	exis-ng	supervised	models	

!  Feature	representa-ons	
!  Distribu-onal	word	representa-on	
!  Words	from	context	windows	

!  Clustering-based	word	representa-on	
!  Brown	clusters	

!  Distributed	word	representa-ons	
(word	embedding)	

Turian	et	al.	ACL	2010.	
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Semi-Supervised Sequence Models 
!  Goal:	incorporate	unlabeled	data	into	discrimina-ve	sequence	model	

training	in	an	effec-ve	way	

!  Insight	2:	use	generalized	expecta-on	criteria	to	op-mize	CRF	model	

!  Insight	1:	semi-supervised	CRF	with	entropy	regulariza-on	on	the	
unlabeled	data	
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A.	Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

B.	Semi-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

C.	En-ty	linking	for	typing	

Entity Typing on General-Domain Corpora 
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Type Entities in Text 
!  Assump-ons	
!  Can	be	found	in	KB	
!  No	type	ambiguity	

!  Insights	
!  Context	Similarity:	Contexts	of	the	en-ty	men-on	provide	cues	for	linking	it	to	the	

knowledge	bases	---	[Bunescu	&	Pascal	06]	etc.	
!  Topic	Coherence:	En-ty	men-ons	in	a	document/paragraph	may	share	the	same	

topics	---	[Cucerzan	07]	etc.	
!  En8ty	Popularity:	popular	en-ty	candidate	is	preferred	to	be	linked	to	
!  Linking	of	mul-ple	en-ty	men-ons	in	could	be	modeled	jointly	---	[Hoffart	et	al.	11]	etc.	

Name	 Source	 #	types	 #	en88es	 Hierarchy	
Dbpedia	 Wikipedia	infoboxes	 529	 3M	 Tree	
YAGO2s	 Wiki,	WordNet,		 350K	 10M	 Tree	
Freebase	 Miscellaneous		 23K	 23M	 Flat	
Probase	 Web	text	 2M	 5M	 DAG	
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Limitation of Entity Linking 
!  	Low	recall	of	knowledge	bases	
!  	Sparse	concept	descriptors	

	Can	we	disambiguate	en--es	without	relying	on	knowledge	bases?	
!  Yes!	Exploit	the	redundancy	in	the	corpus	
!  Not	relying	on	knowledge	bases:	targeted	disambigua-on	of	ad-hoc,	homogeneous	

en--es	[Wang	et	al.	12]	
!  Par-ally	relying	on	knowledge	bases:	mining	addi-onal	evidence	in	the	corpus	for	

disambigua-on	[Li	et	al.	13]	

	 82	of	900	shoe	brands	exist	in	Wiki	

Michael	Jordan	won	the	best	paper	award	
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Entity Typing on Domain-Specific, Informal Corpora 

!  Assump-ons	

1.  Very	limited	amount	of	(or	no)	labeled	en-ty	men-ons	are	available	
for	the	corpus	

2.  Primi-ve	NLP	methods	(e.g.,	NP	chunking,	dependency	parsing)	do	
not	work	well	on	the	corpus	

3.  Only	a	small	por-on	of	en--es	in	the	corpus	exist	in	knowledge	
bases	
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•  Pavern-based	bootstrapping	methods	
• Graph-based	semi-supervised	learning	

A.	Weakly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

Unsupervised	En-ty	Typing	

B.	Distantly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

Entity Typing on Domain-Specific, Informal Corpora 
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Weakly-Supervised Entity Typing 
!  Problem	se�ng	
!  A	large	unannotated	corpus	is	available	
!  A	small	set	of	labeled	en-ty	names	(seeds)	from	the	corpus	are	available	

!  Assump-ons	on	labeled	data	(seeds)	
!  Sufficiently	frequent	
!  NO	type	ambiguity	
!  Cover	all	en-ty	types	

PERSON	 LOCATION	
Bush	

Ray	Nagin	
New	Orleans	

Texas	
Unlabeled	
Corpus	

Seeds	 PERSON	 LOCATION	
Bush	

Ray	Nagin	
Mayor	Nagin	

Blanco	
…	

New	Orleans	
Texas	

Louisiana	
Washington	D.C.	

…	

Annotated	en88es	
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Pattern-Based Bootstrapping Methods 
Label	data	using	
the	current	set	
of	en--es	

Create	
candidate	
paverns	

Score	
candidate	
paverns	

Select	Top-K	
paverns	and	
apply	them	

Score	candidate	
en--es	and	select	

top-N	

Seed	en--es	
and	unlabeled	

corpus	

[Thelen	&	Riloff	02]	

T	itera8ons	

Seed	
Goldman-Sachs	

MicrosoK	
.	
.	
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Pattern-Based Bootstrapping Methods 
Label	data	using	
the	current	set	
of	en--es	

Create	
candidate	
paverns	

Score	
candidate	
paverns	

Select	Top-K	
paverns	and	
apply	them	

Score	candidate	
en--es	and	select	

top-N	

Seed	en--es	
and	unlabeled	

corpus	

[Thelen	&	Riloff	02]	

T	itera8ons	

analyst	at	<X>	
companies	such	as	<X>	

joint	venture	between	<X>	
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Pattern-Based Bootstrapping Methods 
Label	data	using	
the	current	set	
of	en--es	

Create	
candidate	
paverns	

Score	
candidate	
paverns	

Select	Top-K	
paverns	and	
apply	them	

Score	candidate	
en--es	and	select	

top-N	

Seed	en--es	
and	unlabeled	

corpus	

[Thelen	&	Riloff	02]	

T	itera8ons	

.	

.	
Goldman-Sachs	

MicrosoK	
Google	

Morgan	Stanley	
Facebook	

.	

.	
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Pattern-Based Bootstrapping Methods 
!  Assump8on:	
!  Mutual	exclusion:	posi-ve	examples	(i.e.,	en-ty	names)	for	one	type	are	

nega-ve	examples	for	other	types	
!  Key	ques8ons:	
!  How	to	induce	effec-ve	paverns	given	en--es	"	pavern	induc-on	
!  How	to	evaluate	the	extracted	paverns?	"	pavern	scoring	
!  How	to	evaluate	the	extracted	en--es?	"	en-ty	promo-on	

!  Limita8ons	
!  Each	en-ty	name	is	assigned	with	only	one	type	
!  Cannot	handle	ambiguous	names---”Washington	D.C.”	

!  Error	aggrega-on	
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Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning 
!  Insights	
!  Many	text	corpus	can	be	naturally	and	

uniformly	represented	by	a	graph	
!  En-ty	typing	can	then	be	modeled	as	graph-

based	semi-supervised	learning	problem	
!  Assump8ons	
!  Quality	en-ty	candidates	are	already	

extracted	
!  [Smoothness	Assump8on]		
!  “If	two	instances	are	similar	according	to	the	

graph,	then	their	labels	should	be	similar.”	

?	 ?	
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Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning 
!  Graph	construc8on	
!  Edge	forma-on	&	weigh-ng	

!  Learning	Algorithms	
!  Label	propaga-on:	Random	walk,	Graph	Laplacian,	LP-ZGL	[Zhu	et	al.	03]	
!  Factor	graph	model	[Kschischang	et	al.	01]	
!  Manifold	regulariza-on	[Belkin	et	al.,	2006]	

!  Advantage:	Flexible	to	model	various	sources	and	signals	uniformly	
!  Limita8ons	
!  Cannot	decide	the	exact	type	for	each	en-ty	men-on	(name	ambiguity)	
!  Sensi-ve	to	seeds	
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A.	Weakly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

•  Structured	Genera-ve	Model	
• Mul--view	Embedding	

Unsupervised	En-ty	Typing	

B.	Distantly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

Entity Typing on Domain-Specific, Informal Corpora 
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Why Unsupervised Entity Typing? 
!  Set	free	from	obtaining	labeled	data	
!  Assump-ons	on	unlabeled	data:	
!  Hidden	(cluster)	structures	reflect	the	en-ty	types	

!  Methods	
!  Structured	genera-ve	models	[Elsner,	et.	al.	2009]	
!  Complex	inference	algorithm	(probabilis-c	context-free	grammar)	

!  Mul--view	Embedding	[Huang	et.	al.,	2016]	
!  Cont.	
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Multi-View Embedding based Entity Typing 

!  Heuris8c	1:	The	types	of	common	en--es	can	be	effec-vely	captured	by	their	general	
seman-cs	" En-ty	Embedding	

!  Heuris8c	2:	The	types	of	uncommon	and	polysemanGc	en--es	can	be	inferred	by	their	
specific	contexts" Context-based	Embedding		

!  Heuris8c	3:	The	types	of	domain	specific	en--es	largely	depend	on	domain-specific	
knowledge" knowledge-based	embedding	

Hierarchical	En8ty	Clustering	and	Naming:	
# Hierarchical	X-means	Clustering	
# En-ty	linking		"	type	naming	
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A.	Weakly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

Unsupervised	En-ty	Typing	

• Mul--label	Mul--class	classifica-on	methods	
•  Label	propaga-on	methods	
•  ClusType:	A	phrase	and	network	mining	approach	
•  PLE:	Label	Noise	Reduc-on	in	En-ty	Typing	

B.	Distantly-Supervised	En-ty	Typing	

Entity Typing on Domain-Specific, Informal Corpora 
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Why Distantly-Supervised Entity Typing? 
!  Weakly-supervised	methods	s-ll	require	human	annota-ons	

!  Assump-ons	on	labels:	
!  Sufficient	occurrences	in	the	corpus	
!  Seman-cally	unambiguous	
!  Cover	all	en-ty	types	

!  Can	we	get	rid	of	human	supervision,	and	make	it	fully	automa-c?	
!  Rich	en-ty	informa-on	in	knowledge	bases	"	“distant”	supervision	for	

en-ty	typing	
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Typical Workflow of Distant Supervision 
!  Detect	en-ty	

men-ons	from	text	

!  Map	candidate	
men-ons	to	KB	
en--es	of	target	types	

!  Use	confidently	
mapped	{men-on,	
type}	to	infer	types	of	
remaining	candidate	
men-ons	

ClusType: Effective Entity Recognition and Typing by

Relation Phrase-Based Clustering

Xiang Ren† Ahmed El-Kishky† Chi Wang‡ Fangbo Tao† Clare R. Voss ? Heng Ji ] Jiawei Han†

† University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA
‡ Microsoft Research, Redmond, WA, USA

] Computer Science Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, USA
? Information Sciences Directorate, Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, MD, USA

†{xren7, elkishk2, ftao2, hanj}@illinois.edu ‡chiw@microsoft.com ?clare.r.voss.civ@mail.mil ]jih@rpi.edu

ABSTRACT
Entity recognition is an important but challenging research
problem. In reality, many text collections are from spe-
cific, dynamic, or emerging domains, which poses significant
new challenges for entity recognition with increase in name
ambiguity and context sparsity, requiring entity detection
without domain restriction. In this paper, we investigate
entity recognition (ER) with distant-supervision and pro-
pose a novel relation phrase-based ER framework, called
ClusType, that runs data-driven phrase mining to gen-
erate entity mention candidates and relation phrases, and
enforces the principle that relation phrases should be softly
clustered when propagating type information between their
argument entities. Then we predict the type of each entity
mention based on the type signatures of its co-occurring re-
lation phrases and the type indicators of its surface name,
as computed over the corpus. Specifically, we formulate a
joint optimization problem for two tasks, type propagation
with relation phrases and multi-view relation phrase clus-
tering. Our experiments on multiple genres—news, Yelp
reviews and tweets—demonstrate the e↵ectiveness and ro-
bustness of ClusType, with an average of 37% improvement
in F1 score over the best compared method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Entity recognition is an important task in text analysis.

Identifying token spans as entity mentions in documents and
labeling their types (e.g., people, product or company) en-
ables e↵ective structured analysis of unstructured text cor-
pus. The extracted entity information can be used in a va-
riety of ways (e.g., to serve as primitives for information ex-
traction [26] and knowledge base (KB) population [2], and
to assist question answering [5]). Traditional named entity
recognition systems [24, 21] are usually designed for several
major types (e.g., person, organization, location) and gen-
eral domains (e.g., news), and so require additional steps for
adaptation to a new domain and new types.

Entity linking techniques [28] map from given entity men-
tions detected in text to entities in KBs like Freebase [1],
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Figure 1: An example of distant supervision.

where type information can be collected. But most of such
information is manually curated, and thus the set of enti-
ties so obtained is of limited coverage and freshness (e.g.,
over 50% entities mentioned in Web documents are unlink-
able [15]). The rapid emergence of large, domain-specific
text corpora (e.g., product reviews) poses significant chal-
lenges to traditional entity recognition and entity linking
techniques and calls for methods of recognizing entity men-
tions of target types with minimal or no human supervision,
and with no requirement that entities can be found in a KB.
There are broadly two kinds of e↵orts towards that goal:

weak supervision and distant supervision. Weak supervi-
sion relies on manually-specified seed entity names in ap-
plying pattern-based bootstrapping methods [9, 11, 12] or
label propagation methods [14, 31] to identify more entities
of each type. Both methods assume the seed entities are
unambiguous and su�ciently frequent in the corpus, which
requires careful seed entity selection by human [13]. Dis-
tant supervision is a more recent trend, aiming to reduce
expensive human labor by utilizing entity information in
KBs [22, 20, 15] (see Fig. 1). The typical workflow is: i)
detect entity mentions from a corpus, ii) map candidate
mentions to KB entities of target types, and iii) use those
confidently mapped {mention, type} pairs as labeled data
to infer the types of remaining candidate mentions.
In this paper, we study the problem of distantly-supervised

entity recognition in a domain-specific corpus: Given a domain-
specific corpus and a set of target entity types from a KB,
we aim to e↵ectively and e�ciently detect entity mentions
from that corpus, and categorize each by target types or
Not-Of-Interest (NOI), with distant supervision. Existing
distant supervision methods encounter the following limita-
tions when handling a large, domain-specific corpus.
• Domain Restriction: They assume entity mentions are
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Multi-Class Multi-Label Classification 
!  Assump-ons:	
!  En-ty	men-ons	are	already	recognized	from	text	
!  Features	for	classifiers	can	be	robustly	computed	from	the	corpus	

!  Insights:	
!  Allow	one	en-ty	men-on	to	have	mul-ple	fine-grained	types	

		

Segmented	Text			

Plain	Text			

He	avends				
[	Harvard	University]			.			

Labeled	Text	from	Wikipedia			
Training			

Organiza-on,		
University			

CRF	for			
segmenta-on			

Classifier	for		
en-ty	tagging			

It	was	won	by	the	Ovawa	Senators	,		
coached	by	Dave	Gill	.			

It	was	won	by	the	[	Ovawa	Senators	 	,		]	
coached	by	[	Dave	Gill]			.			

Person,	Coach			
Organiza-on,		
Sports_Team			

Test			
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Label Propagation Methods 
!  Assump-ons	
!  En-ty	men-ons	are	pre-extracted	for	the	corpus	
!  There	is	no	name	ambiguity	
!  Each	en-ty	surface	name	is	assigned	with	one	type	

!  Insights	
!  Linked	en--es	candidates	serve	as	seeds	
!  Contextual	informa-on	(e.g.,	rela-on	phrases)	server	as	bridges	to	

propagate	type	informa-on	between	en-ty	candidates	
!  Exis-ng	work	
!  NNPLB	[Lin	et	al.	12]:	noun	phrase	classifier	+	propaga-on	on	OpenIE	triples	
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Challenge I: Domain Restriction 
!  Most	exis-ng	work	assume	en-ty	men-ons	are	already	extracted	by	

exis-ng	en-ty	detec-on	tools	
!  Usually	trained	on	general-domain	corpora	like	news	ar-cles	(clean,	

gramma-cal)		
!  Make	use	of	various	linguis-cs	features	(e.g.,	seman-c	parsing	

structures)	
!  Do	not	work	well	on	specific,	dynamic	or	emerging	domains	(e.g.,	

tweets,	Yelp	reviews)	
!  E.g.,	“in-and-out”	from	Yelp	review	may	not	be	properly	detected	
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Challenge II: Name Ambiguity 
!  Mul-ple	en--es	may	share	the	same	surface	name	

!  Previous	methods	simply	output	a	single	type/type	distribu-on	for	each	
surface	name,	instead	of	an	exact	type	for	each	en-ty	men-on	

While	Griffin	is	not	the	part	of	Washington’s	plan	on	Sunday’s	game,	
… 

Sport	team 

…has	concern	that	Kabul	is	an	ally	of	Washington. U.S.	government 

He	has	office	in	Washington,	Boston	and	San	Francisco	 U.S.	capital	city 

Washington State or Washington 
Sport		
team 

Govern	
-ment 

State 
… 

While	Griffin	is	not	the	part	of	
Washington’s	plan	on	Sunday’s	

game,	… 

…	news	from	Washington	indicates	
that	the	congress	is	going	to… 

It	is	one	of	the	best	state	parks	in	
Washington. 
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Challenge III: Context Sparsity 
!  A	variety	of	contextual	clues	are	leveraged	to	find	sources	of	shared	seman-cs	

across	different	en--es	

!  Keywords,	Wiki	concepts,	linguis-c	paverns,	textual	rela-ons,	…	

!  There	are	oVen	many	ways	to	describe	even	the	same	rela-on	between	two	
en--es	

!  Previous	methods	have	difficul-es	in	handling	en-ty	men-on	with	sparse	
(infrequent)	context	

ID Sentence Freq 

1 The	magnitude	9.0	quake	caused	widespread	devasta8on	in	[Kesennuma	city] 12 

2 …	tsunami	that	ravaged	[northeastern	Japan]	last	Friday 31 

3 The	resul-ng	tsunami	devastate	[Japan]’s	northeast 244 
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ClusType: The Solution Ideas 
Domain-agnos-c	phrase	mining	algorithm	
•  Extracts	candidate	en-ty	men-ons	with	minimal	linguis-c/domain	
assump-on		" address	domain	restric-on	

Do	not	simply	merge	en-ty	men-ons	with	idenGcal	surface	names	

• Model	each	men-on	based	on	its	surface	name	and	context,	in	a	
scalable	way	"	address	name	ambiguity	

Mine	synonymous	relaGon	phrase	co-occurring	with	en-ty	men-ons	

• Helps	form	connec-ng	bridges	among	en--es	that	do	not	share	iden-cal	
context,	but	share	synonymous	rela-on	phrases	"	address	context	
sparsity	

Ren	et	al.,SIGKDD	2015	
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Framework Overview 

1.  Perform	phrase	mining	on	a	POS-tagged	corpus	to	extract	candidate	en-ty	

men-ons	and	rela-on	phrases	

2.   Construct	a	heterogeneous	graph	to	encode	our	insights	on	modeling	the	type	for	

each	en-ty	men-on	

3.   Collect	seed	en8ty	men8ons	as	labels	by	linking	extracted	men-ons	to	the	KB	

4.  Es-mate	type	indicator	for	unlinkable	candidate	men-ons	with	the	proposed	type	

propaga8on	integrated	with	rela8on	phrase	clustering	on	the	constructed	graph	
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Candidate Generation 
!  An	efficient	phrase	mining	algorithm	incorpora-ng:	
!  Global	significance	score:		Filter	low-quality	candidates;  
!  Generic	POS	tag	paXerns:	remove	phrases	with	improper	syntac-c	structure		

!  Example	output	of	candidate	genera-on	on	NYT	news	ar-cles	
	

!  En-ty	detec-on	performance	comparison	with	an	NP	chunker	
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EP: entity mention candidate; RP: relation phrase.

Figure 3: Example output of candidate generation.

tions M
U

= M\M
L

, where M
U

may consist of (1) mentions
of the emerging entities which are not in  ; (2) new names
of the existing entities in  ; and (3) invalid entity mentions.
Formally, we define the problem of distantly-supervised
entity recognition as follows

Definition 1 (Problem Definition). Given a docu-
ment collection D, a target type set T and a knowledge base
 , our task aims to: (1) extract candidate entity mentions
M from D; (2) generate seed mentions M

L

with  ; and (3)
for each unlinkable candidate mention m 2 M

U

, estimate its
type indicator vector y

m

to predict its type.

In our study, we assume each mention within a sentence is
only associated with a single type t 2 T . We also assume
the target type set T is given (It is outside the scope of this
study to generate T ). Finally, while our work is independent
of entity linking techniques [28], our ER framework output
may be useful to entity linking.

Framework Overview. Our overall framework is as follows:

1. Perform phrase mining on a POS-tagged corpus to ex-
tract candidate entity mentions and relation phrases, and
construct a heterogeneous graph G to represent available
information in a unified form, which encodes our insights
on modeling the type for each entity mention (Sec. 3).

2. Collect seed entity mentions M
L

as labels by linking ex-
tracted candidate mentions M to the KB  (Sec. 4.1).

3. Estimate type indicator y for unlinkable candidate men-
tion m 2 M

U

with the proposed type propagation inte-
grated with relation phrase clustering on G (Sec. 4).

3. CONSTRUCTION OF GRAPHS
We first introduce candidate generation in Sec. 3.1, which

leads to three kinds of objects, namely candidate entity men-
tions M, their surface names C and surrounding relation
phrases P. We then build a heterogeneous graph G, which
consists of multiple types of objects and multiple types of
links, to model their relationship. The basic idea for con-
structing the graph is that: the more two objects are likely
to share the same label (i.e., t 2 T or NOI), the larger the
weight will be associated with their connecting edge.
Specifically, the constructed graph G unifies three types

of links: mention-name link which represents the mapping
between entity mentions and their surface names, entity
name-relation phrase link which captures corpus-level co-
occurrences between entity surface names and relation phrase,
and mention-mention link which models distributional sim-
ilarity between entity mentions. This leads to three sub-
graphs GM,C , GC,P and GM, respectively. We introduce
the construction of them in Secs. 3.2–3.4.

3.1 Candidate Generation
To ensure the extraction of informative and coherent en-

tity mentions and relation phrases, we introduce a scal-
able, data-driven phrase mining method by incorporating
both corpus-level statistics and syntactic constraints. Our
method adopts a global significance score to guide the filter-
ing of low-quality phrases and relies on a set of generic POS

Table 1: Performance on entity detection.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Prec Recall Prec Recall Prec Recall
Our method 0.469 0.956 0.306 0.849 0.226 0.751
NP chunker 0.220 0.609 0.296 0.247 0.287 0.181

patterns to remove phrases with improper syntactic struc-
ture [4]. By extending the methodology used in [3], we can
partition sentences in the corpus into non-overlapping seg-
ments which meet a significance threshold and satisfy our
syntactic constraints. In doing so, entity candidates and
relation phrases can be jointly extracted in an e↵ective way.
First, we mine frequent contiguous patterns (i.e., sequences

of tokens with no gap) up to a fixed length and aggregate
their counts. A greedy agglomerative merging is then per-
formed to form longer phrases while enforcing our syntactic
constraints. Suppose the size of corpus D is N and the
frequency of a phrase S is denoted by �(S). The phrase-
merging step selects the most significant merging, by com-
paring the frequency of a potential merging of two consecu-
tive phrases, �(S1�S2), to the expected frequency assuming
independence, N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
N

. Additionally, we conduct syn-
tactic constraint check on every potential merging by ap-
plying an entity check function I

e

(·) and a relation check
function I

p

(·). I
e

(S) returns one if S is consecutive nouns
and zero otherwise; and I

p

(S) return one if S (partially)
matches one of the patterns in Table 2. Similar to Student’s
t-test, we define a score function ⇢

X

(·) to measure the sig-
nificance and syntactic correctness of a merging [3], where
X can be e (entity mention) or p (relation phrase).

⇢
X

(S1, S2) =
�(S1 � S2)�N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
Np

�(S1 � S2)
· I

X

(S1 � S2) (1)

At each iteration, the greedy agglomerative algorithm per-
forms the merging which has highest scores (⇢

e

or ⇢
p

), and
terminates when the next highest-score merging does not
meet a pre-defined significance threshold. Relation phrases
without matched POS patterns are discarded and their valid
sub-phrases are recovered. As all merged phrases are fre-
quent, we have fast access to their aggregate counts and thus
it is e�cient to compute the score of a potential merging.
Fig. 3 provides an example output of the candidate gener-

ation on New York Times (NYT) corpus. We further com-
pare our method with a popular noun phrase chunker1 in
terms of entity detection performance, using the extracted
entity mentions. Table 1 summarizes the comparison results
on three datasets from di↵erent domains (see Sec. 5 for de-
tails). Recall is most critical for this step, since we can rec-
ognize false positives in later stages of our framework, but
no chance to later detect the misses, i.e., false negatives.

Table 2: POS tag patterns for relation phrases.
Pattern Example

V disperse; hit; struck; knock;
P in; at; of; from; to;

V P locate in; come from; talk to;
VW⇤(P) caused major damage on; come lately
V-verb; P-prep; W-{adv | adj | noun | det | pron}

W

⇤
denotes multiple W; (P) denotes optional.

3.2 Mention-Name Subgraph
In practice, directly modeling the type indicator for each

candidate mention may be infeasible due to the large num-
ber of candidate mentions (e.g., |M| > 1 million in our ex-
periments). This results in an intractable size of parameter
space, i.e., O(|M |T ). Intuitively, both the entity name and
the surrounding relation phrases provide strong cues on the
type of a candidate entity mention. In Fig. 1, for exam-
ple, the relation phrase “beat” suggests “Golden Bears” can
1TextBlob: http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/dev/
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EP: entity mention candidate; RP: relation phrase.

Figure 3: Example output of candidate generation.

tions M
U

= M\M
L

, where M
U

may consist of (1) mentions
of the emerging entities which are not in  ; (2) new names
of the existing entities in  ; and (3) invalid entity mentions.
Formally, we define the problem of distantly-supervised
entity recognition as follows

Definition 1 (Problem Definition). Given a docu-
ment collection D, a target type set T and a knowledge base
 , our task aims to: (1) extract candidate entity mentions
M from D; (2) generate seed mentions M

L

with  ; and (3)
for each unlinkable candidate mention m 2 M

U

, estimate its
type indicator vector y

m

to predict its type.

In our study, we assume each mention within a sentence is
only associated with a single type t 2 T . We also assume
the target type set T is given (It is outside the scope of this
study to generate T ). Finally, while our work is independent
of entity linking techniques [28], our ER framework output
may be useful to entity linking.

Framework Overview. Our overall framework is as follows:

1. Perform phrase mining on a POS-tagged corpus to ex-
tract candidate entity mentions and relation phrases, and
construct a heterogeneous graph G to represent available
information in a unified form, which encodes our insights
on modeling the type for each entity mention (Sec. 3).

2. Collect seed entity mentions M
L

as labels by linking ex-
tracted candidate mentions M to the KB  (Sec. 4.1).

3. Estimate type indicator y for unlinkable candidate men-
tion m 2 M

U

with the proposed type propagation inte-
grated with relation phrase clustering on G (Sec. 4).

3. CONSTRUCTION OF GRAPHS
We first introduce candidate generation in Sec. 3.1, which

leads to three kinds of objects, namely candidate entity men-
tions M, their surface names C and surrounding relation
phrases P. We then build a heterogeneous graph G, which
consists of multiple types of objects and multiple types of
links, to model their relationship. The basic idea for con-
structing the graph is that: the more two objects are likely
to share the same label (i.e., t 2 T or NOI), the larger the
weight will be associated with their connecting edge.
Specifically, the constructed graph G unifies three types

of links: mention-name link which represents the mapping
between entity mentions and their surface names, entity
name-relation phrase link which captures corpus-level co-
occurrences between entity surface names and relation phrase,
and mention-mention link which models distributional sim-
ilarity between entity mentions. This leads to three sub-
graphs GM,C , GC,P and GM, respectively. We introduce
the construction of them in Secs. 3.2–3.4.

3.1 Candidate Generation
To ensure the extraction of informative and coherent en-

tity mentions and relation phrases, we introduce a scal-
able, data-driven phrase mining method by incorporating
both corpus-level statistics and syntactic constraints. Our
method adopts a global significance score to guide the filter-
ing of low-quality phrases and relies on a set of generic POS

Table 1: Performance on entity detection.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Prec Recall Prec Recall Prec Recall
Our method 0.469 0.956 0.306 0.849 0.226 0.751
NP chunker 0.220 0.609 0.296 0.247 0.287 0.181

patterns to remove phrases with improper syntactic struc-
ture [4]. By extending the methodology used in [3], we can
partition sentences in the corpus into non-overlapping seg-
ments which meet a significance threshold and satisfy our
syntactic constraints. In doing so, entity candidates and
relation phrases can be jointly extracted in an e↵ective way.
First, we mine frequent contiguous patterns (i.e., sequences

of tokens with no gap) up to a fixed length and aggregate
their counts. A greedy agglomerative merging is then per-
formed to form longer phrases while enforcing our syntactic
constraints. Suppose the size of corpus D is N and the
frequency of a phrase S is denoted by �(S). The phrase-
merging step selects the most significant merging, by com-
paring the frequency of a potential merging of two consecu-
tive phrases, �(S1�S2), to the expected frequency assuming
independence, N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
N

. Additionally, we conduct syn-
tactic constraint check on every potential merging by ap-
plying an entity check function I

e

(·) and a relation check
function I

p

(·). I
e

(S) returns one if S is consecutive nouns
and zero otherwise; and I

p

(S) return one if S (partially)
matches one of the patterns in Table 2. Similar to Student’s
t-test, we define a score function ⇢

X

(·) to measure the sig-
nificance and syntactic correctness of a merging [3], where
X can be e (entity mention) or p (relation phrase).

⇢
X

(S1, S2) =
�(S1 � S2)�N �(S1)

N

�(S2)
Np

�(S1 � S2)
· I

X

(S1 � S2) (1)

At each iteration, the greedy agglomerative algorithm per-
forms the merging which has highest scores (⇢

e

or ⇢
p

), and
terminates when the next highest-score merging does not
meet a pre-defined significance threshold. Relation phrases
without matched POS patterns are discarded and their valid
sub-phrases are recovered. As all merged phrases are fre-
quent, we have fast access to their aggregate counts and thus
it is e�cient to compute the score of a potential merging.
Fig. 3 provides an example output of the candidate gener-

ation on New York Times (NYT) corpus. We further com-
pare our method with a popular noun phrase chunker1 in
terms of entity detection performance, using the extracted
entity mentions. Table 1 summarizes the comparison results
on three datasets from di↵erent domains (see Sec. 5 for de-
tails). Recall is most critical for this step, since we can rec-
ognize false positives in later stages of our framework, but
no chance to later detect the misses, i.e., false negatives.

Table 2: POS tag patterns for relation phrases.
Pattern Example

V disperse; hit; struck; knock;
P in; at; of; from; to;

V P locate in; come from; talk to;
VW⇤(P) caused major damage on; come lately
V-verb; P-prep; W-{adv | adj | noun | det | pron}

W

⇤
denotes multiple W; (P) denotes optional.

3.2 Mention-Name Subgraph
In practice, directly modeling the type indicator for each

candidate mention may be infeasible due to the large num-
ber of candidate mentions (e.g., |M| > 1 million in our ex-
periments). This results in an intractable size of parameter
space, i.e., O(|M |T ). Intuitively, both the entity name and
the surrounding relation phrases provide strong cues on the
type of a candidate entity mention. In Fig. 1, for exam-
ple, the relation phrase “beat” suggests “Golden Bears” can
1TextBlob: http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/dev/
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Construction of Heterogeneous Graphs 
!  With	three	types	of	objects	extracted	from	corpus:	candidate	en-ty	men-ons, 

en-ty	surface	names,	and	rela-on	phrases	
!  We	can	construct	a	heterogeneous	graph	to	enforce	several	hypotheses	for	

modeling	type	of	each	en8ty	men8on	(introduced	in	the	following	slides)	

Basic	idea	(Smoothness	Assump-on):	
the	more	two	objects	are	likely	to	share	
the	same	label,	the	larger	the	weight	will	
be	associated	with	their	connec-ng	edge	

distant supervision methods encounter the following limita-
tions when handling a large, domain-specific corpus.
• Domain Restriction: They assume entity mentions are
already extracted by existing entity detection tools such as
noun phrase chunkers. These tools are usually trained on
general-domain corpora like news articles (clean, grammat-
ical) and make use of various linguistic features, but do not
work well on specific, dynamic or emerging domains (e.g.,
tweets or restaurant reviews).
• Name Ambiguity: Entity names are often ambiguous—
multiple entities may share the same surface name. In Fig. 1,
for example, the surface name “Washington” can refer to
either the U.S. government, a sport team, or the U.S. capital
city. However, most existing studies [29, 12] simply output a
type distribution for each surface name, instead of an exact
type for each mention of the entity.
• Context Sparsity: Previous methods have di�culties in
handling entity mentions with sparse context. They lever-
age a variety of contextual clues to find sources of shared
semantics across di↵erent entities, including keywords [31],
Wikipedia concepts [29], linguistic patterns [22] and tex-
tual relations [15]. However, there are often many ways to
describe even the same relation between two entities (e.g.,
“beat” and “won the game 34-28 over” in Fig. 1). This poses
challenges on typing entity mentions when they are isolated
from other entities or only share infrequent (sparse) context.
We address these challenges with several intuitive ideas.

First, to address the domain restriction, we consider a domain-
agnostic phrase mining algorithm to extract entity mention
candidates with minimal dependence of linguistic assump-
tion (e.g., part-of-speech (POS) tagging requires fewer as-
sumptions of the linguistic characteristics of a domain than
semantic parsing). Second, to address the name ambiguity,
we do not simply merge the entity mention candidates with
identical surface names but model each of them based on
its surface name and contexts. Third, to address the con-
text sparsity, we mine relation phrases co-occurring with the
mention candidates, and infer synonymous relation phrases
which share similar type signatures (i.e., express similar
types of entities as arguments). This helps form connecting
bridges among entities that do not share identical context,
but share synonymous relation phrases.

To systematically integrate these ideas, we develop a novel
solution called ClusType. First, it mines both entity men-
tion candidates and relation phrases by POS-constrained
phrase segmentation; this demonstrates great cross-domain
performance (Sec. 3.1). Second, it constructs a heteroge-
neous graph to faithfully represent candidate entity men-
tions, entity surface names, and relation phrases and their
relationship types in a unified form (see Fig. 2). The en-
tity mentions are kept as individual objects to be disam-
biguated, and linked to surface names and relation phrases
(Sec. 3.2-3.4). With the heterogeneous graph, we formulate
a graph-based semi-supervised learning of two tasks jointly:
(1) type propagation on graph, and (2) relation phrase clus-
tering. By clustering synonymous relation phrases, we can
propagate types among entities bridged via these synony-
mous relation phrases. Conversely, derived entity argument
types serve as good features for clustering relation phrases.
These two tasks mutually enhance each other and lead to
quality recognition of unlinkable entity mentions. In this
paper, we present an alternating minimization algorithm to
e�ciently solve the joint optimization problem, which iter-
ates between type propagation and relation phrase clustering
(Sec. 4). To our knowledge, this is the first work to integrate
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Figure 2: The constructed heterogeneous graph.

entity recognition with textual relation clustering.
The major novel contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) we develop an e�cient, domain-independent phrase min-
ing algorithm for entity mention candidate and relation phrase
extraction; (2) we propose a relation phrase-based entity
recognition approach which models the type of each en-
tity mention in a scalable way and softly clusters relation
phrases, to resolve name ambiguity and context sparsity
issues; (3) we formulate a joint optimization problem for
clustering-integrated type propagation; and (4) our experi-
ments on three datasets of di↵erent genres—news, Yelp re-
views and tweets— demonstrate that the proposed method
achieves significant improvement over the state-of-the-art
(e.g., 58.3% enhancement in F1 on the Yelp dataset over
the best competitor from existing work).

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The input to our proposed ER framework is a document

collection D, a knowledge base  with type schema T , and a
target type set T ⇢ T . In this work, we use the type schema
of Freebase [1] and assume T is covered by Freebase.
An entity mention, m, is a token span in the text docu-

ment which refers to a real-world entity e. Let c
m

denote
the surface name of m. In practice, people may use mul-
tiple surface names to refer to the same entity (e.g., “black
mamba” and “KB” for Kobe Bryant). On the other hand, a
surface name c could refer to di↵erent entities (e.g., “Wash-
ington” in Fig. 1). Moreover, even though an entity e can
have multiple types (e.g., J.F.K. airport is both a location
and an organization), the type of its specific mention m is
usually unambiguous [8]. We use a type indicator vector
y

m

2 {0, 1}T to denote the entity type for each mention m,
where T = |T | + 1, i.e., m has type t 2 T or is Not-of-
Interest (NOI). By estimating y

m

, one can predict type of
m as type (m) = argmax1iT

ym,i .
Extracting textual relations from documents has been pre-

viously studied [4] and applied to entity typing [22, 15]. A
relation phrase is a phrase that denotes a unary or binary re-
lation in a sentence [4] (see Fig. 3 for example). We leverage
the rich semantics embedded in relation phrases to provide
type cues for their entity arguments. Specifically, we define
the type signature of a relation phrase p as two indicator vec-
tors pL ,pR 2 RT . They measure how likely the left/right
entity arguments of p belong to di↵erent types (T or NOI). A
large positive value on pL,t (pR,t ) indicates that the left/right
argument of p is likely of type t.
Let M = {m1, ...,m

M

} denote the set of M candidate en-
tity mentions extracted from D. Suppose a subset of entity
mentions M

L

⇢ M can be confidently mapped to entities in
 . The type of a linked candidate m 2 M

L

can be obtained
based on its mapping entity 

e

(m) (see Sec. 4.1). This work
focuses on predicting the types of unlinkable candidate men-

En-ty	men-ons	are	kept	as	individual	
objects	to	be	disambiguated	

Linked	to	en-ty	surface	names	
&	rela-on	phrases	
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Entity Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph 
!  Aggregated	co-occurrences	between	en-ty	surface	names	and	rela-on	phrases	

across	corpus		
!  " use	connected	edges	as	bridges	to	propagate	type	informa-on	
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Figure 4: Example entity name-relation phrase links
from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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Figure 5: Example mention-mention links for entity
surface name “White House” from Tweets.
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R
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R

D

(P )� 1
2

R
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where S
L

and S
R

are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D

(C)
L

2 Rn⇥n as D
(C)
L,ii

=
P

l

j=1 WL,ij

and

the relation phrase degree matrix D

(P)
L

2 Rl⇥l as D
(P)
L,jj

=
P

n

i=1 WL,ij

. Likewise, we define D

(C)
R

2 Rn⇥n and D

(P)
R

2
Rl⇥l based on W

R

for the right-argument relationships.

3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form

i

where f
(i)
j

= �
s

(c
j

)·log �|D|/�D(c
j

)
�

with term frequency in the sentence �
s

(c
j

) and document
frequency �D(c

j

) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .

WM,ij

=

(
sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N

k

(f (j)) or f

(j) 2 N
k

(f (i))
and c(m

i

) = c(m
j

);
0, otherwise.

where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N

k

(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D

� 1
2

M WMD

� 1
2

M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii

=
P

M

j=1 WM,ij

.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.
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Mention Correlation Subgraph 
!  An	en-ty	men-on	may	have	ambiguous	types	and	ambiguous	rela-on	phrases	
!  E.g.,	“White	house”	and	“felt”	in	the	first	sentence	in	the	Figure	

!  Other	co-occurring	men-ons	may	provide	good	hints	to	the	type	of	an	en-ty	men-on	
!  E.g.,	“Obama”	and	“rose	garden”	in	the	Figure	
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Figure 4: Example entity name-relation phrase links
from Yelp reviews.

mention a person or a sport team, while the surface name
“Golden Bears”may refer to a sport team or a company. We
propose to model the type indicator of a candidate mention
based on the type indicator of its surface name and the type
signatures of its associated relation phrases (see Sec. 4 for
details). By doing so, we can reduce the size of the parame-
ter space to O�

(|C|+|P|)T �
where |C|+|P| ⌧ |M| (see Table 3

and Sec 5.1). This enables our method to scale up.
Suppose there are n unique surface names C = {c1, ..., cn}

in all the extracted candidate mentions M. This leads to
a biadjacency matrix ⇧C 2 {0, 1}M⇥n to represent the sub-
graph GM,C , where ⇧C,ij = 1 if the surface name of m

j

is c
j

,
and 0 otherwise. Each column of ⇧C is normalized by its `2-
norm to reduce the impact of popular entity names. We use
a T -dimensional type indicator vector to measure how likely
an entity name is subject to di↵erent types (T or NOI) and
denote the type indicators for C by matrix C 2 Rn⇥T . Sim-
ilarly, we denote the type indicators for M by Y 2 RM⇥T .

3.3 Name-Relation Phrase Subgraph
By exploiting the aggregated co-occurrences between en-

tity surface names and their surrounding relation phrases
across multiple documents collectively, we weight the im-
portance of di↵erent relation phrases for an entity name,
and use their connected edge as bridges to propagate type
information between di↵erent surface names by way of re-
lation phrases. For each mention candidate, we assign it as
the left (right, resp.) argument to the closest relation phrase
appearing on its right (left, resp.) in a sentence. The type
signature of a relation phrase refers to the two type indi-
cators for its left and right arguments, respectively. The
following hypothesis guides the type propagation between
surface names and relation phrases.

Hypothesis 1 (Entity-Relation Co-occurrences).
If surface name c often appears as the left (right) argument
of relation phrase p, then c’s type indicator tends to be simi-
lar to the corresponding type indicator in p’s type signature.

In Fig. 4, for example, if we know “pizza” refers to food
and find it frequently co-occurs with the relation phrase
“serves up” in its right argument position, then another sur-
face name that appears in the right argument position of
“serves up” is likely food. This reinforces the type propaga-
tion that “cheese steak sandwich” is also food.
Formally, suppose there are l di↵erent relation phrases

P = {p1, ..., p
l

} extracted from the corpus. We use two
biadjacency matrices ⇧

L

,⇧
R

2 {0, 1}M⇥l to represent the
co-occurrences between relation phrases and their left and
right entity arguments, respectively. We define ⇧

L,ij

= 1

(⇧
R,ij

= 1) if m
i

occurs as the closest entity mention on
the left (right) of p

j

in a sentence; and 0 otherwise. Each
column of ⇧

L

and ⇧
R

is normalized by its `2-norm to re-
duce the impact of popular relation phrases. Two bipartite
subgraphs GC,P can be further constructed to capture the
aggregated co-occurrences between relation phrases P and
entity names C across the corpus. We use two biadjacency
matrices W

L

,W
R

2 Rn⇥l to represent the edge weights for
the two types of links, and normalize them.
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Figure 5: Example mention-mention links for entity
surface name “White House” from Tweets.
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where S
L

and S
R

are normalized biadjacency matrices. For
left-argument relationships, we define the diagonal surface
name degree matrix D

(C)
L

2 Rn⇥n as D
(C)
L,ii

=
P

l

j=1 WL,ij

and

the relation phrase degree matrix D

(P)
L

2 Rl⇥l as D
(P)
L,jj

=
P

n

i=1 WL,ij

. Likewise, we define D

(C)
R

2 Rn⇥n and D

(P)
R

2
Rl⇥l based on W

R

for the right-argument relationships.

3.4 Mention Correlation Subgraph
An entity mention candidate may have an ambiguous name

as well as associate with ambiguous relation phrases. For
example, “White House” mentioned in the first sentence in
Fig. 5 can refer to either an organization or a facility, while
its relation phrase “felt” can have either a person or an or-
ganization entity as the left argument. It is observed that
other co-occurring entity mentions (e.g., “birth certificate”
and “rose garden” in Fig. 5) may provide good hints to the
type of an entity mention candidate. We propose to prop-
agate the type information between candidate mentions of
each entity name based on the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (Mention correlation). If there ex-
ists a strong correlation (i.e., within sentence, common neigh-
bor mentions) between two candidate mentions that share the
same name, then their type indicators tend to be similar.

Specifically, for each candidate entity mention m
i

2 M,
we extract the set of entity surface names which co-occur
with m

i

in the same sentence. An n-dimensional TF-IDF
vector f

(i) 2 Rn is used to represent the importance of these
co-occurring names form

i

where f
(i)
j

= �
s

(c
j

)·log �|D|/�D(c
j

)
�

with term frequency in the sentence �
s

(c
j

) and document
frequency �D(c

j

) in D. We use an a�nity subgraph to repre-
sent the mention-mention link based on k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) graph construction [10], denoted by an adjacency
matrix WM 2 RM⇥M . Each mention candidate is linked to
its k most similar mention candidates which share the same
name in terms of the vectors f .

WM,ij

=

(
sim(f (i), f (j)), if f (i) 2 N

k

(f (j)) or f

(j) 2 N
k

(f (i))
and c(m

i

) = c(m
j

);
0, otherwise.

where we use the heat kernel function to measure similarity,
i.e., sim(f (i), f (j)) = exp

� � kf (i) � f

(j)k2/t� with t = 5 [10].
We use N

k

(f) to denote k nearest neighbors of f and c(m)
to denote the surface name of mention m. Similarly, we

normalize WM into SM = D

� 1
2

M WMD

� 1
2

M where the degree
matrix DM 2 RM⇥M is defined by DM,ii

=
P

M

j=1 WM,ij

.

4. CLUSTERING-INTEGRATED TYPE
PROPAGATION ON GRAPHS

This section introduces our unified framework for joint
type propagation and relation phrase clustering on graphs.
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Modeling Type for Entity Mention 
!  Both	the	en8ty	surface	name	and	the	surrounding	rela8on	phrases	provide	strong	cues	

on	the	types	of	a	candidate	en-ty	men-on	
"  Model	by: (1)	type	indicator	of	its	surface	name	
"  (2)	the	type	signatures	of	its	surrounding	rela-on	phrases	(more	details	in	the	following	

slides)	

…has	concerns	whether	Kabul	is	an	ally	of	Washington 

Washington	
Gover-	
nment 

State 
is	an	ally	of	

…has	concerns	whether	Kabul	is	an	ally	of	Washington:	GOVERNMENT 
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Relation Phrase Clustering 
!  SoVly	clustering	synonymous	rela-on	phrases:	

"	the	type	signatures	of	frequent	rela-on	phrases	can	help	infer	the	type	
signatures	of	infrequent	(sparse)	ones	that	have	similar	cluster	memberships	

!  Signals	in	previous	methods:  
!  String	similarity	&	context	similarity	 "	may	be	insufficient	to	resolve	two	

rela-on	phrases 
!  New	signal:	Arguments’	type	informa-on	is	par-cular	helpful	in	such	case	
!  Mul8-view	clustering	method	to	incorporate	all	features		

"	further	integrated	with	the	graph-based	type	propaga-on	in	a	mutually	
enhancing	framework,	based	on	following	hypothesis 
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Two Tasks Mutually Enhance Each Other 

Type	propaga8on	on	heterogeneous	graph 

Mul8-view	rela8on	phrase	clustering 
Propagate	type	informa-on	
among	en--es	bridges	via	

synonymous	rela-on	phrases  

Derived	en-ty	argument	types	serve	
as	good	feature	for	clustering	

rela-on	phrases 

Mutually	enhancing	each	other;	leads	to	quality	
recogni8on	of	unlinkable	en8ty	men8ons 
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Comparing ClusType with Other Methods and Its Variants 
Table 5: Performance comparisons on three datasets in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 score.

Data sets NYT Yelp Tweet
Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Pattern [9] 0.4576 0.2247 0.3014 0.3790 0.1354 0.1996 0.2107 0.2368 0.2230
FIGER [16] 0.8668 0.8964 0.8814 0.5010 0.1237 0.1983 0.7354 0.1951 0.3084

SemTagger [12] 0.8667 0.2658 0.4069 0.3769 0.2440 0.2963 0.4225 0.1632 0.2355
APOLLO [29] 0.9257 0.6972 0.7954 0.3534 0.2366 0.2834 0.1471 0.2635 0.1883
NNPLB [15] 0.7487 0.5538 0.6367 0.4248 0.6397 0.5106 0.3327 0.1951 0.2459

ClusType-NoClus 0.9130 0.8685 0.8902 0.7629 0.7581 0.7605 0.3466 0.4920 0.4067
ClusType-NoWm 0.9244 0.9015 0.9128 0.7812 0.7634 0.7722 0.3539 0.5434 0.4286
ClusType-TwoStep 0.9257 0.9033 0.9143 0.8025 0.7629 0.7821 0.3748 0.5230 0.4367

ClusType 0.9550 0.9243 0.9394 0.8333 0.7849 0.8084 0.3956 0.5230 0.4505

We set {↵, �, µ} = {0.4, 0.7, 0.5} by five-fold cross validation
on the seed mention sets. For convergence criterion, we stop
the outer (inner) loop in Algorithm 1 if the relative change
of O �

reconstruction error in Eq. (11)
�
is smaller than 10�4.

Compared Methods: We compared the proposed method
(ClusType) with its variants which only model part of the
proposed hypotheses. Several state-of-the-art entity recogni-
tion approaches were also implemented (or tested using their
published codes): (1) Stanford NER [6]: a CRF classifier
trained on classic corpora for several major entity types; (2)
Pattern [9]: a state-of-the-art pattern-based bootstrapping
method which uses the seed mention sets M

L

; (3) SemTag-
ger [12]: a bootstrapping method which trains contextual
classifiers using the seed mention set M

L

in a self-training
manner; (4) FIGER [16]: FIGER trains sequence labeling
models using automatically annotated Wikipeida corpora;
(5) NNPLB [15]: It uses ReVerb assertions [4] to construct
graphs and performs entity name-level label propagation;
and (6) APOLLO [29]: APOLLO constructs heterogeneous
graphs on entity mentions, Wikipedia concepts and KB en-
tities, and then performs label propagation.
All compared methods were first tuned on our seed men-

tion sets using five-fold cross validation. For ClusType, be-
sides the proposed full-fledged model, ClusType, we com-
pare (1)ClusType-NoWm: This variant does not consider
mention correlation subgraph, i.e., set � = 0 in ClusType;
(2) ClusType-NoClus: It performs only type propagation
on the heterogeneous graph, i.e., Eq. (4) is removed from O;
and (3) ClusType-TwoStep: It first conducts multi-view
clustering to assign each relation phrase to a single cluster,
and then performs ClusType-NoClus between entity names,
candidate entity mentions and relation phrase clusters.

Evaluation Metrics: We use F1 score computed from Pre-
cision and Recall to evaluate the entity recognition per-
formance. We denote the #system-recognized entity men-
tions as Z and the # ground truth annotated mentions in
the evaluation set as A. Precision is calculated by Prec =P

m2Z\A

!(t0
m

= t
m

)/|Z| and Recall is calculated by Rec =P
m2Z\A

!(t0
m

= t
m

)/|A|. Here, t
m

and t0
m

denote the true
type and the predicted type for m, respectively. Function
!(·) returns 1 if the predicted type is correct and 0 oth-
erwise. Only mentions which have correct boundaries and
predicted types are considered correct. For cross validation
on the seed mention sets, we use classification accuracy to
evaluate the performance.

5.3 Experiments and Performance Study
1. Comparing ClusType with the other methods on entity
recognition. Table 5 summarizes the comparison results on
the three datasets. Overall, ClusType and its three vari-
ants outperform others on all metrics on NYT and Yelp and
achieve superior Recall and F1 scores on Tweet. In particu-
lar, ClusType obtains a 46.08% improvement in F1 score and
168% improvement in Recall compared to the best baseline
FIGER on the Tweet dataset and improves F1 by 48.94%
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Figure 6: Performance breakdown by types.

compared to the best baseline, NNPLB, on the Yelp dataset.
FIGER utilizes a rich set of linguistic features to train se-

quence labeling models but su↵ers from low recall moving
from a general domain (e.g., NYT) to a noisy new domain
(e.g., Tweet) where feature generation is not guaranteed to
work well (e.g., 65% drop in F1 score). Superior performance
of ClusType demonstrates the e↵ectiveness of our candidate
generation and of the proposed hypotheses on type propa-
gation over domain-specific corpora. NNPLB also utilizes
textual relation for type propagation, but it does not con-
sider entity surface name ambiguity. APOLLO propagates
type information between entity mentions but encounters se-
vere context sparsity issue when using Wikipedia concepts.
ClusType obtains superior performance because it not only
uses semantic-rich relation phrases as type cues for each
entity mention, but also clusters the synonymous relation
phrases to tackle the context sparsity issues.

2. Comparing ClusType with its variants. Comparing with
ClusType-NoClus and ClusType-TwoStep, ClusType gains
performance from integrating relation phrase clustering with
type propagation in a mutually enhancing way. It always
outperforms ClusType-NoWm on Precision and F1 on all
three datasets. The enhancement mainly comes from model-
ing the mention correlation links, which helps disambiguate
entity mentions sharing the same surface names.

3. Comparing on di↵erent entity types. Fig. 6 shows the
performance on di↵erent types on Yelp and Tweet. ClusType
outperforms all the others on each type. It obtains larger
gain on organization and person, which have more entities
with ambiguous surface names. This indicates that model-
ing types on entity mention level is critical for name disam-
biguation. Superior performance on product and food mainly
comes from the domain independence of our method because
both NNPLB and SemTagger require sophisticated linguis-
tic feature generation which is hard to adapt to new types.

4. Comparing with trained NER. Table 6 compares ours
with a traditional NER method, Stanford NER, trained us-
ing classic corpora like ACE corpus, on three major types—
person, location and organization. ClusType and its vari-
ants outperform Stanford NER on the corpora which are
dynamic (e.g., NYT) or domain-specific (e.g., Yelp). On the
Tweet dataset, ClusType has lower Precision but achieves
a 63.59% improvement in Recall and 7.62% improvement in
F1 score. The superior Recall of ClusType mainly comes
from the domain-independent candidate generation.

Performance	comparison	on	three	datasets		

Table 6: F1 score comparison with trained NER.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Stanford NER [6] 0.6819 0.2403 0.4383
ClusType-NoClus 0.9031 0.4522 0.4167

ClusType 0.9419 0.5943 0.4717
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Figure 7: Performance changes in F1 score with
#clusters, #seeds and corpus size on Tweets.

5. Testing on sensitivity over the number of relation phrase
clusters, K. Fig. 7(a), ClusType was less sensitive to K com-
pared with its variants. We found on the Tweet dataset,
ClusType achieved the best performance when K=300 while
its variants peaked at K=500, which indicates that better
performance can be achieved with fewer clusters if type prop-
agation is integrated with clustering in a mutually enhancing
way. On the NYT and the Yelp datasets (not shown here),
ClusType peaked at K=4000 and K=1500, respectively.

6. Testing on the size of seed mention set. Seed mentions
are used as labels (distant supervision) for typing other men-
tions. By randomly selecting a subset of seed mentions as
labeled data (sampling ratio from 0.1 to 1.0), Fig. 7(b) shows
ClusType and its variants are not very sensitive to the size
of seed mention set. Interestingly, using all the seed men-
tions does not lead to the best performance, likely caused
by the type ambiguity among the mentions.

7. Testing on the e↵ect of corpus size. Experimenting
on the same parameters for candidate generation and graph
construction, Fig. 7(c) shows the performance trend when
varying the sampling ratio (subset of documents randomly
sampled to form the input corpus). ClusType and its vari-
ants are not very sensitive to the changes of corpus size, but
NNPLB had over 17% drop in F1 score when sampling ratio
changed from 1.0 to 0.1 (while ClusType had only 5.5%).
In particular, they always outperform FIGER, which uses a
trained classifier and thus does not depend on corpus size.

5.4 Case Studies
1. Example output on two Yelp reviews. Table 7 shows the
output of ClusType, SemTagger and NNPLB on two Yelp
reviews: ClusType extracts more entity mention candidates
(e.g., “BBQ”, “ihop”) and predicts their types with better
accuracy (e.g., “baked beans”, “pulled pork sandwich”).

2. Testing on context sparsity. The type indicator of each
entity mention candidate is modeled in ClusType based on
the type indicator of its surface name and the type signa-
tures of its co-occurring relation phrases. To test the han-
dling of di↵erent relation phrase sparsity, two groups of 500
mentions are selected from Yelp: mentions in Group A co-
occur with frequent relation phrases (⇠4.6k occurrences in
the corpus) and those in Group B co-occur with sparse re-
lation phrases (⇠3.4 occurrences in the corpus). Fig. 8(a)
compares their F1 scores on the Tweet dataset. In general,
all methods obtained better performance when mentions co-
occurring with frequent relation phrases than with sparse
relation phrases. In particular, we found that ClusType and
its variants had comparable performance in Group A but
ClusType obtained superior performance in Group B. Also,
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Figure 8: Case studies on context sparsity and sur-
face name popularity on the Tweet dataset.

ClusType-TwoStep obtained larger performance gain over
ClusType-NoClus in Group B. This indicates that cluster-
ing relation phrases is critical for performance enhancement
when dealing with sparse relation phrases, as expected.

3. Testing on surface name popularity. We generated the
mentions in Group A with high frequency surface names
(⇠2.7k occurrences) and those in Group B with infrequent
surface names (⇠1.5). Fig. 8(b) shows the degraded perfor-
mance of all methods in both cases—likely due to ambigu-
ity in popular mentions and sparsity in infrequent mentions.
ClusType outperforms its variants in Group B, showing it
handles well mentions with insu�cient corpus statistics.

4. Example relation phrase clusters. Table 8 shows relation
phrases along with their corpus frequency from three exam-
ple relation phrase clusters for the NYT dataset (K = 4000).
We found that not only synonymous relation phrases, but
also both sparse and frequent relation phrases can be clus-
tered together e↵ectively (e.g., “want hire by” and “recruited
by”). This shows that ClusType can boost sparse relation
phrases with type information from the frequent relation
phrases with similar group memberships.

Table 8: Example relation phrase clusters and their
corpus frequency from the NYT dataset.
ID Relation phrase
1 recruited by (5.1k); employed by (3.4k); want hire by (264)
2 go against (2.4k); struggling so much against (54); run for

re-election against (112); campaigned against (1.3k)
3 looking at ways around (105); pitched around (1.9k); echo

around (844); present at (5.5k);

6. RELATED WORK
1. Entity Recognition: Existing work leverages various lev-
els of human supervision to recognize entities, from fully
annotated documents (supervised), seed entities (weakly su-
pervised), to knowledge bases (distantly supervised).
Traditional supervised methods [24, 21] use fully anno-

tated documents and di↵erent linguistic features to train
sequence labeling model. To obtain an e↵ective model, the
amount of labeled data is significant [24], despite of semi-
supervised sequence labeling [25].
Weakly-supervised methods utilize a small set of typed

entities as seeds and extract more entities of target types,
which can largely reduce the amount of required labeled
data. Pattern-based bootstrapping [9, 30] derives patterns
from contexts of seed entities and uses them to incremen-
tally extract new entities and new patterns unrestricted by
specific domains, but often su↵ers low recall [14] and seman-
tic drift [16]. Iterative bootstrapping, such as probabilistic
method [23] and label propagation [14, 31] softly assign mul-
tiple types to an entity name and iteratively update its type
distribution, yet cannot decide the exact type for each entity
mention based on its local context.

!  Compare	with	Stanford	NER	(trained	on	general-domain	)	on	types	PER,	LOC,	ORG	
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Example Output and Relation Phrase Clusters 

!  Extracts	more	men-ons	and	predicts	types	with	
higher	accuracy 

Table 7: Example output of ClusType and the compared methods on the Yelp dataset.
ClusType SemTagger NNPLB

The best BBQ:Food I’ve tasted in
Phoenix:LOC ! I had the [pulled pork
sandwich]:Food with coleslaw:Food and
[baked beans]:Food for lunch. ...

The best BBQ I’ve tasted in Phoenix:LOC !
I had the pulled [pork sandwich]:LOC with
coleslaw:Food and [baked beans]:LOC for
lunch. ...

The best BBQ:Loc I’ve tasted in
Phoenix:LOC ! I had the pulled pork
sandwich:Food with coleslaw and baked
beans:Food for lunch:Food. ...

I only go to ihop:LOC for pancakes:Food
because I don’t really like anything else on
the menu. Ordered [chocolate chip pan-
cakes]:Food and a [hot chocolate]:Food.

I only go to ihop for pancakes because I don’t
really like anything else on the menu. Or-
dered [chocolate chip pancakes]:LOC and
a [hot chocolate]:LOC.

I only go to ihop for pancakes because I
don’t really like anything else on the menu.
Ordered chocolate chip pancakes and a hot
chocolate.

Distantly supervised methods [22, 15, 16] avoid expen-
sive human labels by leveraging type information of entity
mentions which are confidently mapped to entries in KBs.
Linked mentions are used to type those unlinkable ones in
di↵erent ways, including training a contextual classifier [22],
learning a sequence labeling model [16] and serving as labels
in graph-based semi-supervised learning [15].

Knowledge base population methods [29] study entity link-
ing and fine-grained categorization of unlinkable mentions in
a unified framework, which shares the similar idea of model-
ing each entity mention individually to resolve name ambi-
guity. Our work is also related to noun phrase chunking [27]
and keyphrase extraction [3] in terms of extracting noun
phrase or significant phrases from corpus, but we focus on
extracting candidate entity mentions and relation phrases
that satisfy POS constraints in a joint manner.

2. Open Relation Mining: Extracting textual relation be-
tween subjective and objective from text has been exten-
sively studied [4] and applied to entity typing [15]. Fader et
al. [4] utilize POS patterns to extract verb phrases between
detected noun phrases to form relation assertion. Schmitz et
al. [26] further extend the textual relation by leveraging de-
pendency tree patterns. These methods rely on linguistic
parsers that may not generalize across domains. They also
do not consider significance of the detected entity mentions
in the corpus (see comparison with NNPLB [15]).

There have been some studies on clustering and and canon-
icalizing synonymous relations generated by open informa-
tion extraction [7, 19]. These methods either ignore entity
type information when resolving relations, or assume types
of relation arguments are already given.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied distantly-supervised entity recognition

and proposed a novel relation phrase-based entity recog-
nition framework. A domain-agnostic phrase mining algo-
rithm is developed for generating candidate entity mentions
and relation phrases. By integrating relation phrase cluster-
ing with type propagation, the proposed method is e↵ective
in minimizing name ambiguity and context problems, and
thus predicts each mention’s type based on type distribution
of its string name and type signatures of its surrounding re-
lation phrases. We formulate a joint optimization problem
to learn object type indicators/signatures and cluster mem-
berships simultaneously. Our performance comparison and
case studies show a significant improvement over state-of-
the-art methods and demonstrate its e↵ectiveness.
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Table 6: F1 score comparison with trained NER.
Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Stanford NER [6] 0.6819 0.2403 0.4383
ClusType-NoClus 0.9031 0.4522 0.4167
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Figure 7: Performance changes in F1 score with
#clusters, #seeds and corpus size on Tweets.

5. Testing on sensitivity over the number of relation phrase
clusters, K. Fig. 7(a), ClusType was less sensitive to K com-
pared with its variants. We found on the Tweet dataset,
ClusType achieved the best performance when K=300 while
its variants peaked at K=500, which indicates that better
performance can be achieved with fewer clusters if type prop-
agation is integrated with clustering in a mutually enhancing
way. On the NYT and the Yelp datasets (not shown here),
ClusType peaked at K=4000 and K=1500, respectively.

6. Testing on the size of seed mention set. Seed mentions
are used as labels (distant supervision) for typing other men-
tions. By randomly selecting a subset of seed mentions as
labeled data (sampling ratio from 0.1 to 1.0), Fig. 7(b) shows
ClusType and its variants are not very sensitive to the size
of seed mention set. Interestingly, using all the seed men-
tions does not lead to the best performance, likely caused
by the type ambiguity among the mentions.

7. Testing on the e↵ect of corpus size. Experimenting
on the same parameters for candidate generation and graph
construction, Fig. 7(c) shows the performance trend when
varying the sampling ratio (subset of documents randomly
sampled to form the input corpus). ClusType and its vari-
ants are not very sensitive to the changes of corpus size, but
NNPLB had over 17% drop in F1 score when sampling ratio
changed from 1.0 to 0.1 (while ClusType had only 5.5%).
In particular, they always outperform FIGER, which uses a
trained classifier and thus does not depend on corpus size.

5.4 Case Studies
1. Example output on two Yelp reviews. Table 7 shows the
output of ClusType, SemTagger and NNPLB on two Yelp
reviews: ClusType extracts more entity mention candidates
(e.g., “BBQ”, “ihop”) and predicts their types with better
accuracy (e.g., “baked beans”, “pulled pork sandwich”).

2. Testing on context sparsity. The type indicator of each
entity mention candidate is modeled in ClusType based on
the type indicator of its surface name and the type signa-
tures of its co-occurring relation phrases. To test the han-
dling of di↵erent relation phrase sparsity, two groups of 500
mentions are selected from Yelp: mentions in Group A co-
occur with frequent relation phrases (⇠4.6k occurrences in
the corpus) and those in Group B co-occur with sparse re-
lation phrases (⇠3.4 occurrences in the corpus). Fig. 8(a)
compares their F1 scores on the Tweet dataset. In general,
all methods obtained better performance when mentions co-
occurring with frequent relation phrases than with sparse
relation phrases. In particular, we found that ClusType and
its variants had comparable performance in Group A but
ClusType obtained superior performance in Group B. Also,
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Figure 8: Case studies on context sparsity and sur-
face name popularity on the Tweet dataset.

ClusType-TwoStep obtained larger performance gain over
ClusType-NoClus in Group B. This indicates that cluster-
ing relation phrases is critical for performance enhancement
when dealing with sparse relation phrases, as expected.

3. Testing on surface name popularity. We generated the
mentions in Group A with high frequency surface names
(⇠2.7k occurrences) and those in Group B with infrequent
surface names (⇠1.5). Fig. 8(b) shows the degraded perfor-
mance of all methods in both cases—likely due to ambigu-
ity in popular mentions and sparsity in infrequent mentions.
ClusType outperforms its variants in Group B, showing it
handles well mentions with insu�cient corpus statistics.

4. Example relation phrase clusters. Table 8 shows relation
phrases along with their corpus frequency from three exam-
ple relation phrase clusters for the NYT dataset (K = 4000).
We found that not only synonymous relation phrases, but
also both sparse and frequent relation phrases can be clus-
tered together e↵ectively (e.g., “want hire by” and “recruited
by”). This shows that ClusType can boost sparse relation
phrases with type information from the frequent relation
phrases with similar group memberships.

Table 8: Example relation phrase clusters and their
corpus frequency from the NYT dataset.
ID Relation phrase
1 recruited by (5.1k); employed by (3.4k); want hire by (264)
2 go against (2.4k); struggling so much against (54); run for

re-election against (112); campaigned against (1.3k)
3 looking at ways around (105); pitched around (1.9k); echo

around (844); present at (5.5k);

6. RELATED WORK
1. Entity Recognition: Existing work leverages various lev-
els of human supervision to recognize entities, from fully
annotated documents (supervised), seed entities (weakly su-
pervised), to knowledge bases (distantly supervised).
Traditional supervised methods [24, 21] use fully anno-

tated documents and di↵erent linguistic features to train
sequence labeling model. To obtain an e↵ective model, the
amount of labeled data is significant [24], despite of semi-
supervised sequence labeling [25].
Weakly-supervised methods utilize a small set of typed

entities as seeds and extract more entities of target types,
which can largely reduce the amount of required labeled
data. Pattern-based bootstrapping [9, 30] derives patterns
from contexts of seed entities and uses them to incremen-
tally extract new entities and new patterns unrestricted by
specific domains, but often su↵ers low recall [14] and seman-
tic drift [16]. Iterative bootstrapping, such as probabilistic
method [23] and label propagation [14, 31] softly assign mul-
tiple types to an entity name and iteratively update its type
distribution, yet cannot decide the exact type for each entity
mention based on its local context.

!  Not	only	synonymous	rela-on	
phrases,	but	also	both	sparse	
and	frequent	rela-on	phrase	
can	be	clustered	together	

!  "	boosts	sparse	rela-on	
phrases	with	type	informa-on	
of	frequent	rela-on	phrases 
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Fine-Grained Entity Typing 
!  Fine-grained	En8ty	Typing:	Type	labels	for	a	men-on	forms	a	“type-path”	(not	

necessarily	ending	in	a	leaf	node)	in	a	given	(tree-structured)	type	hierarchy	

ID Sentence	

S1

S2

S3

...

		Republ ican	presidential	candidate	Donald	Trump 		
		spoke	during	a	campaign	event	in	Rock	Hi ll.

		Donald	Trump 's	company	has	threatened	 to	withhold	
		up	to	$1	billion	of	investment	if	the	U.K.	government	 	
		decides	to	ban	his	entry	 into	the	country.

		In	Trump’s	TV	real ity	show,	“The	Apprentice”,	16	
		people	competed	for	a	job.

...

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business
man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...
...

...

!  Manually	annota-ng	training	corpora	with	100+	en-ty	types	
!  Expensive	&	Error-prone	

!  Current	prac8ce:	use	distant	supervision	to	automaFcally	labeled	training	corpora	

Person	à	poli8cian	

Person	à	businessman	

Person	à	ar8st	à	actor	

Type-path	
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Label Noise Reduction in Distant Supervision 
ID Sentence 

S1

S2

S3

...

  Republ ican presidential candidate Donald Trump  
  spoke during a campaign event in Rock Hi ll.

  Donald Trump's company has threatened to withhold 
  up to $1 billion of investment if the U.K. government  
  decides to ban his entry into the country.

  In Trump’s TV real ity show, “The Apprentice”, 16 
  people competed for a job.

...

Text Corpus

Entity: Donald Trump Knowledge Bases

Noisy Training Examples

Distant
Supervision

Candidate Type Set  
(Sub-tree)

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business

man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...

Target Type 
Hierarchy

Mention: “Donald Trump”; Context: S1;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, 

businessman, artist, actor}

Mention: “Donald Trump”; Context: S2;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, 

businessman , artist, actor}

Mention: “Trump”; Context: S3;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, 

businessman, artist, actor}

1

2

3 ...
...

Donald	Trump	is	men-oned	in	
sentences	S1-S3.	

!  Distant	supervision	
!  Assign	same	types	(blue	

region)	to	all	the	men-ons		

!  Does	not	consider	local	
contexts	when	assigning	
type	labels 

!  Introduce	label	noise	to	
the	men-ons	

The	types	assigned	to	en-ty	Trump	include	person,	ar-st,	actor,	poli-cian,	businessman,	while	only	
{person,	poli-cian}	are	correct	types	for	the	men8on	“Trump”	in	S1		

Ren	et.	al.,	
SIGKDD	2016	
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Label Noise in Entity Typing (cont.) 
!  Current	typing	systems	either	ignore	this	issue		
!  assume	all	candidate	labels	obtained	by	supervision	are	“true”	labels	

!  Or	use	simple	pruning	heuris8cs	to	delete	men-ons	with	conflic-ng	types	
!  aggressive	dele-on	of	men-ons		"	significant	loss	of	training	data 

The	larger	the	target	type	set,	the	more	severe	the	
loss!	
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Label Noise Reduction by Partial-Label Embedding 
(PLE)  

State-of-the-art 
Typing Systems

ID Sentence

S1

S2

S3

S4

...

  New York City Mayor Bill  de Blasio is heading to 
  Iowa on Friday for four days to campaign for 

  Democrat ic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton

  Republ ican presidential candidate Donald Trump  
  spoke during a campaign event in Rock Hi ll.

  Trump's company has threatened to withhold up 
  to $1 billion of investment if the U.K. government 

  decides to ban his entry into the country.

   …, Trump announced the leaders of his 
   presidential campaign in Louisiana on Tuesday.

...

Mention: “S1_Hillary Cl inton”; Context: S1;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, artist, author}

Mention: “S2_Donald Trump”; Context: S2;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, businessman, artist, actor}

Mention: “S3_Trump”; Context: S3;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, businessman, artist, actor}

Mention: “S4_Trump”; Context: S4;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, businessman, artist, actor}

Automatically Labeled Training Examples Construction of Graph

Te
xt

 C
or

pu
s

Mention: “S1_Hillary Clinton”; Context: S1;
Clean Types: {person, politician}

Mention: “S2_Donald Trump”; Context: S2;
Clean Types: {person, politician}

Mention: “S3_Trump”; Context: S3;
Clean Types: {person, businessman}

Mention: “S4_Trump”; Context: S4;
Clean Types: {person, politician}

Heterogeneous Partial-label Embedding

Type Inference

Denoised Training Examples

Test
Examples

Multi-label 
Perceptron;

...
Hierarchical 

SVM;

ClassifiersTraining

prediction

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist business
man

...

... ...

author actor singer ...

Mention

Feature

Type

S1_Hillary 
Clinton S2_Donald 

Trump S3_Trump S4_Trump

...

person

politician

artistactor

businessman

author

singer

HEAD_Donald

CONTEXT_
candidate

CONTEXT_
campaign

TOKEN_
trump

CONTEXT_
presidentialCONTEXT_

republican

CONTEXT_
democratic ...

S3_Trump
S2_Donald Trump

S1_Hillary Clinton

S4_Trump
businessman

politician

S2_Donald 
Trump

person

S3_Trump
S2_Donald TrumpEmbedding 

Space CONTEXT_
campaign

HEAD_donald

1.  Generate	text	features	and	construct	a	heterogeneous	graph	
2.  Perform	joint	embedding	of	the	constructed	graph	G	into	the	same	low-dimensional	space		
3.  For	each	men-on,	search	its	candidate	type	sub-tree	in	a	top-down	manner	and	es-mate	the	true	type-

path	from	learned	embedding	
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Example Output 
!  Example	output	on	news	ar-cles	

!  PLE	predicts	fine-grained	types	with	bever	accuracy	(e.g.,	person_-tle)		
!  and	avoids	from	overly-specific	predic-ons	(e.g.,	news_company)		
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Extrinsic Evaluation on Fine-Grained Entity Typing  
!  Adop-ng	PLE-denoised	training	corpora	"  50%+	improvement	in	accuracy	for	the	

two	state-of-the-art	typing	systems	(FIGER	&	HYENA)	

FIGER:	Fine-Grained	En-ty	Recogni-on,	AAAI	2012. 
HYENA:	Hierarchical	Type	Classifica-on	for	En-ty	Names,	COLING	2012.	
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Outline 

1.  Introduc-on	to	en-ty	recogni-on	and	typing	

2.  En-ty	recogni-on	–	overview	and	phrase	mining	approach	

3.  En-ty	typing	–	overview	and	network	mining	approach	

4.  Trends	and	research	problems	
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Trends and Research Problems 

!  Explora-on	of	the	Power	of	En-ty	Recogni-on	and	Typing	

!  Mining	Hidden	Rela-onship	Among	En--es	

!  Mining	Avributes	and	Values	for	Knowledge	Network	Construc-on	

!  Mining	the	Universe	of	Avributes:		The	Google	Approach	

!  Construc-on	of	Heterogeneous	Informa-on	Networks	from	En--es,	

Avributes	and	Rela-onships	

!  Looking	forward	to	the	Future	
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Relationship Discovery for Network Building 
!  Automa-c	extrac-on	of	rela-onships	between	different	biological	en--es	from	

biological	research	papers	(e.g.,	PubMed)		
!  Gene	–	Disease;	Drug	-	Disease;	Drug	-	Pathway;	Drug	-	Target	gene		

!  Challenges	
!  En-ty	recogni-on:	Most	biological	en--es	consist	of	mul-ple	words	

!  E.g.,	Non-small	Cell	Lung	Cancer,	Acute	Myeloid	Leukemia	
!  Sparsity:	Most	biological	en--es	co-occur	only	a	few	-mes	in	research	papers	
!  Most	rela-onships	are	not	explicitly	described	in	papers	

!  Few	labeled	data	
!  Key	ideas	
!  Phrase	mining	
!  Learn	phrase-based	network	embedding	from	massive	data	
!  Using:	LINE	(Tang	et	al.,	Large-scale	Informa-on	Network	Embedding,	WWW’15)	

!  Calculate	network	embedding	
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Key Property to Learn Embedding & Experiments 
!  Key	Property	to	Learn	Embedding		
!  The	lines	between	genes	and	diseases	are	parallel	
!  Given	a	seed	pair	(𝐴,𝐵)	and	a	query	𝑋,	we	can	find	an	en-ty	𝑌	which	sa-sfies	

!  (𝐴,𝐵)	≈	(𝑋,	𝑌)	
!  𝑌	=	𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑠𝑖𝑚(	𝐵	−	𝐴	+	𝑋	,	𝑌	)}	

!  Experimental	Se�ngs		
!  Sample	10%	Pubmed	abstracts	
!  Detect	phrases	by	using	a	200K	phrase	list	
!  Build	a	co-occurrence	network	for	all	words	and	phrases	
!  Learn	en-ty	embedding	from	the	co-occurrence	network	
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Results: Extracted Relations (from 10% PubMed Abstracts) 
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Top Ranked Molecules for Heart Diseases 

Mining	PubMed	abstracts	(1995-2015)	with	keyword:	“Cardiovascular	Diseases”	
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Mining Disease-* Relations for Heart Diseases 
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LAKI: Representing Documents via Latent Keyphrase Inference 

!  Jialu	Liu,	Xiang	Ren,	Jingbo	Shang,	Taylor	Cassidy,	Clare	Voss	and	Jiawei	Han,	
"Represen-ng	Documents	via	Latent	Keyphrase	Inference",	WWW'16		

!  Document	Representa8on	

!  A	document	can	be	represented	by	
!  A	set	of	works,	topics,	KB	concepts,	

Keyphrases,	…	

documents!

Words:
dbscan,	methods,	clustering,	process,	…	
Topics:
[k-means,	clustering,	clusters,	dbscan,	…]!
[clusters,	density,	dbscan,	clustering,	…]!
[machine,	learning,	knowledge,	mining,	…]	

Knowledge	base	concepts:
data	mining:	/m/0blvg!
clustering	analysis:	/m/031f5p!
dbscan:	/m/03cg_k1	

Document !
Representa-on !

Document	keyphrase:
dbscan:	[dbscan,	density,	clustering,	...]!
clustering:	[clustering,	clusters,	par--on,	...]!
data	mining:	[data	mining,	knowledge,	...]	
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Document Representation Using Keyphrases: 
General Ideas 

!  How	to	iden-fy	document	keyphrases? !
!  Powered	by	Bayesian	Inference	on	“Quality	Phrase	Silhoueve”		
!  Quality	Phrase	Silhoueve:	Topic	centered	on	quality	phrase	
!  “Reverse”	topic	models!
!  “Pseudo	content”	for	quality	phrase	

!  How	to	deal	with	rela-onship	between	quality	
phrases?	

!  Phrases	are	interconnected	as	a	Directed	
Acyclic	Graph	

Text	Mining	

Data	Mining	

Networking	
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Framework for Latent Keyphrase Inference (LAKI) 

dbscan

kernel k-means dbscan data mining

0 01 0 2 1
knowledge
discovery

data
mining dbscan

kernel
k-means

clustering kernel
k-means

…

……

dbscan

0.65
0.61 1

1

…

kdd

…

data

…

0.4 0.3

knowledge
discovery

data
mining dbscan

kernel
k-means

clustering kernel
k-means

…

……

dbscan

0.65
0.61 1

1

…

kdd

…

data

…

0.4 0.3

Document Representation

DBSCAN / is / a / 
method / for / clustering / 
in / process / of / 
knowledge discovery.
DBSCAN / was / 
proposed / by …

data mining
text mining
clustering
kernel k-means
dbscan
…

kernel kmeans   1
kernel k means  1
clustering  0.65
kernel   0.55
rbf kernel 0.5

dbscan   1
density   0.8
clustering   0.6
dense regions  0.3
shape 0.25

data mining  1
knowl. discov.  1
kdd  0.67
clustering 0.6
text mining 0.6

data
mining

0.6 0.8 0 0.8 0 0.7 0.9 ……

knowledge
discovery

density-based
clustering

Offline�

Online:
clustering

Phrase Mining

Segmentation

Quality Phrase Silhouetting

Document Keyphrase Inference 
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LAKI: Experiment Setting 
!  Two	text-related	tasks	to	evaluate	document	representa-on	quality!
!  Phrase	relatedness!
!  Document	classifica-on !

!  Two	datasets:	
!  Methods:	
!  ESA	(Explicit	Seman-c	Analysis) !
!  KBLink	uses	link	structure	in	Wikipedia	
!  BoW	(bag-of-words) !
!  ESA-C:	extends	ESA	by	replacing	Wiki	with	domain	corpus!
!  LSA	(Latent	Seman-c	Analysis)	
!  LDA	(Latent	Dirichlet	Alloca-on) !
!  Word2Vec	is	a	neural	network	compu-ng	word	embeddings!
!  EKM	uses	explicit	keyphrase	detec-on	
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LAKI: Experimental Results 
!  Phrase	Relatedness	Correla8on	

	
!  Document	Classifica8on	

!  Time	Complexity	
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Case Study 

!  Query	on	
phrases		

!  Academia	
!  Yelp	

!  Query	on	short	
documents	
(paper	-tles	or	
sentences)		

!  Academia	
!  Yelp	
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Trends and Research Problems 

!  Explora-on	of	the	Power	of	En-ty	Recogni-on	and	Typing	

!  Mining	Hidden	Rela-onship	Among	En--es	

!  Mining	Avributes	and	Values	for	Knowledge	Network	Construc-on	

!  Mining	the	Universe	of	Avributes:		The	Google	Approach	

!  Construc-on	of	Heterogeneous	Informa-on	Networks	from	En--es,	

Avributes	and	Rela-onships	

!  Looking	forward	to	the	Future	
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Google’s Approaches on Attribute Extraction 
!  Given	Google’s	query	log,	web	text	and	knowledge	bases 

!  “Obama	wife	name”,	“Obama	daughter	name”,	“Japan	asian	popula-on”,	“Brazil	female	la-no	popula-on”,	“Princeton	
economist”… 

!  “Obama’s	wife,	Michelle	Obama,	is	a	lawyer	and	writer.”,	“Princeton	economist	Paul	Krugman	was	awarded	the	Nobel	prize	in	
2008.”… 

!  Obama:	$Person,	$President;	Japan,	Brazil:	$LocaGon,	$Country;	Princeton:	$LocaGon,	$OrganizaGon,	$University… 

!  Biperpedia	(VLDB’14):	AXribute	Name	Extrac8on	from	query	log 
!  $Person:	wife	name,	daughter	name 
!  $Country:	asian	popula-on,	female	la-no	popula-on 
!  $University:	economist 

!  ReNoun	(EMNLP’14):	Fact	Extrac8on	for	Noun	Phrase	AXribute 
!  (Obama,	wife,	Michelle	Obama) 
!  (Princeton,	economist,	Paul	Krugman) 
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Google’s Approaches on Attribute Extraction 
!  Lave	(WebDB’15	Best	Paper):	Concept	(Type)	Hierarchy	Extrac8on	with	avribute	features 

!  {country,	address,	zip	code}:	$University	(sub)	-	$Loca-on	(super) 
!  {online	payment,	non	profit,	tax	return}:	$University	(sub)	-	$Organiza-on	(super) 
!  {daughter	name,	wife	name,	age}:	$President	(sub)	-	$Person	(super) 

!  ARI	(WWW’16):	AXribute	Name	Structure	Extrac8on	with	rule-based	grammar 
!  Long-tail	distribu-on	of	avribute	names 
!  $Person:	$FamilyMember	(name)	-	daughter,	wife,	mother,	daughter	name,	wife	name 
!  $Country:	($Gender)	($Ethnicity)	popula-on	-	asian	popula-on,	female	la-no	popula-on 
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Google’s Approaches on Attribute Extraction 
!  Surveyor	(SIGMOD’15):	Learning	Subjec8ve	Proper8es	

!  Probabilis-c	model	as	Bayesian	network:	Learning	model	parameters	
!  At	least	ρ	extrac-ons	
!  <en-ty,	property,	+/->	
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Trends and Research Problems 

!  Explora-on	of	the	Power	of	En-ty	Recogni-on	and	Typing	

!  Mining	Hidden	Rela-onship	Among	En--es	

!  Mining	Avributes	and	Values	for	Knowledge	Network	Construc-on	

!  Mining	the	Universe	of	Avributes:		The	Google	Approach	

!  Construc-on	of	Heterogeneous	Informa-on	Networks	from	En--es,	

Avributes	and	Rela-onships	

!  Looking	forward	to	the	Future	
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Construction of Heterogeneous Networks: Step I 
!  Scalable	phrase	mining	methods	for	domain-specific	corpora 
!  Unsupervised	approach:	TopMine	 
"  Weakly-supervised	approach:	SegPhrase 
!  Easy	to	be	parallelized 

!  A	joint	enGty	recogniGon	and	relaGon	phrase	extracGon	method 
!  Corpus-level	significance	+	POS	tag	paverns 
!  Works	on	corpora	of	various	domains,	genres 
!  Can	be	generalized	to	different	languages 

SegPhrase:	hvps://github.com/shangjingbo1226/SegPhrase	
TopMine:	hvp://web.engr.illinois.edu/~elkishk2/code/ToPMine.zip		
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Construction of Heterogeneous Networks: Step I 
!  Distant	Training:		No	need	of	human	labels	
!  e.g.,	Training	using	anchored	phrases	in	general	knowledge	bases	

 

 
 

!  Mul--languages:	10	most	popular	languages	on	Wiki 
!  Language-independent	Tokeniza-on	using	Lucene	
!  Automa-c	language	detec-on	
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Construction of Heterogeneous Networks: Step I 
Extensions of Entity Mention Extraction 

!  Integra-ng	Part-of-Speech	tagging	within	segmenta-on	module 
!  TreeTagger	(a	mul--lingual	POS	tagger)	as	pre-processing 
!  Adjust	transi-on	probabili-es	based	on	the	segmenta-on	results	of	

the	domain-specific	corpus 

!  Fully	Parallel	(both	-me	and	space	efficient)	
!  1GB	corpus,	10	threads	(2.8GHz	Xeon	E5-2680)	
!  Originally:	5-10GB	memory,	1-2	hours	
!  Goal:	2-3GB	memory,	0.5	hours	
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Construction of Heterogeneous Networks: Step II 
!  A	fully	automa-c	method,	ClusType,	for	en-ty	recogni-on	and	

typing	of	larger,	domain-specific	corpora 

!  Leverages	minimal	linguis-c/domain	assump-on 

!  Requires	no	human	supervision 

!  Efficient	learning	compared	to	tradi-onal	NER	methods 

!  Can	be	generalized	to	other	languages	

ClusType:	hvp://shanzhenren.github.io/ClusType		
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Construction of Heterogeneous Networks: Step II 
!  Propose	a	novel	relaGon	phrase-based	framework	for	

distantly-supervised	en-ty	typing	
!  Integrate	rela-on	phrase	clustering	with	type	propaga-on 
!  Mutually	enhance	each	other	via	solving	a	joint	op-miza-on	problem 

!  Define	the	“Label	Noise	Reduc-on”	task	for	distantly	
supervised	en-ty	typing 

!  Denoise	the	automa-cally	labeled	training	data	
!  Yields	more	effec-ve	typing	models	

PLE:	hvps://github.com/shanzhenren/PLE		
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Extensions of Entity Typing 
!  The	rela-on	phrase-based	framework	can	be	used	for	mul--lingual	

en-ty	typing 	 

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business
man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...
...

...

!  Fine-grained	en-ty	typing 
!  Current	systems:	coarse	type	set	(usually	<	10) 
!  Fine-grained	type	set	(over	100)	
!  Rela-on	phrases	may	be	too	coarse	to	dis-nguish	

singer	with	actor 
!  fine-grained	text	features:	dependency	

structures,	…	
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Looking Forward:  Research Problems 

Quality	Phrases	
En8ty	Men8ons	 Typed	En8ty	

Men8ons	

Typed	Rela8ons	
between	En8ty	

Men8ons	

Implicit	
Rela8on	
Extrac8on	

Resolve	
synonymous	
men8ons	

En8ty	
AXribute	
Mining 

Text	Corpora	

AXribute	Values	of	
En8ty	Men8ons 

Informa8on	
Network 

construc8on	 Typed	En88es	

Sentence	
Parsing	

Sentence	
Parsing	

Structures	
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Software Packages Released 
!  Phrase	Mining	
!  SegPhrase:	hvps://github.com/shangjingbo1226/SegPhrase	
!  TopMine:	hvp://web.engr.illinois.edu/~elkishk2/code/ToPMine.zip		

!  En-ty	Typing	
!  ClusType:	hvp://shanzhenren.github.io/ClusType	 

!  Label	Noise	Reduc-on 
!  PLE:	hvps://github.com/shanzhenren/PLE		

!  Checking	our	research	package	dissemina-on	portal	
!  IlliMine	hvp://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/		
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